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The attention of the readers of this number of THE WimKLY 
is drawn to the hopeful educational outlook in the South as pre-
sented by E~-Superintendent Smart's impressions during his 
recent visit to that part of ,tr.e country; also, to a portion of 
Senator Morrill's argument for the -authority of general govern-
ment to provide for the education of its citizens, not only by the 
establishment of military and naval academies, but in such other 
ways as it may consider needful. 
We have very full reports of the proceedings of the State 
Teachers' Associations of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin, 
Iowa and Minnesota, but rather than delay this issue, we shall 
carry oyer all of this matter to next week, making our next num-
ber one of special interest. 
Hereafter, drawing cards, such as the one given to-day next 
to our Primary School page, an art.ide on "Botany for Common 
Schools," and a kindergarten lesson, such as appeared in our last 
number, and a piece of choice music adapted to school use, will 
" be g~ven at least once a month. 
In accordance with the subscription' terms, as conveyed to us by' 
Mr. Winchell, THE WEEKLY, like the teachers, took a vacation 
during the holidays. In reply to the leading query of the hour, 
" How did you enjoy the holidays? " we frankly answer, It was not 
much of a vacation after all. The time was spent in adjusting 
ourselves to our new undertaking, and particularly in making 
such provisions for the future as to ensure the prompt delivery 
of THE WEEKLY when due. Our readers will discover some of 
the results in this issue, and will enjoy others as the weeks pro-
gress. 
Taken all· in all, we think we have some reason to accept the· 
many congratulations sent us upon the quality of the matter 
and the appearance of our issue of Dec. 23, as ~ot entirely 
undeserved; for, as any <me who is at all familiar with the pub-
lication of a newspaper eli knows, it is not a light matter to 
change not only the editorial rooms and the printing office, but 
the ' managing editor, the printers, the very types themselves and 
the quality of paper, on a single week's notice. This we had to 
do; for! whereas it .was not at first ou'r intention to enter upon 
the publication of this paper until after the holidays, further 
consideratic;m led us · to begin as soon as the ownership was 
transferred. In this emergency the State editors and regu1a~ 
contribu'tors did nobly for us. Our printers responded ' with 
cheerful alacrity to the sudgen demand upon them, . setting up 
every letter, figure and punctuation point, and treble the form'e'r ' 
amount of advertisements, in fresh type, so as to send· THE 
WEEKLY forth in a perfectly new dress in very little mor~ than a 
week from the time they received the first line of copy. In one 
respect only were our editorial pl,ans so far derange_d by the 
exigencies of the moment as to call for explanation. It wis 
not 'our intention to have advertisements interjected betwe'en 
the pages of r~ading matter. To get the paper to press in time 
for the State Teachers' Associations, the foreman, in 'o.ur absence 
from the city, assumed the responsibility of changing our pag-
ing: an incident not, likely to occur a~ain. 
. , 
THE SCHOOL SUPPLY PLAN OF BOSTON. 
The question, how can text-books, stationery, and other school 
supplies be prov.ided most economically has to some degree e:x.-
ercised every commumty in this country. In cities it is a com-
plex problem ' that has as yet, found no entirely satisfactory 
solution . . Lately there has:been a good deal said in the · Boslonl 
papers, for and against the" supply and contract plan," adopted 
by the school committee of that city, and we are persuaded thai 
so much as we give below of a lengthy article on this subject, 
by Mr. William T. Adams, in the New EnglandJournal oj E4u- , 
cation, will be of general interest: 
Fifty-four years ago, the Legislature of Massachusetts first · 
took action in favor of cheap school-books, by permitting towns 
to 'purchase text-books, and sell them at cost to' .schola~s .. 
Twenty-one years ago the law !las passed which· declared that 
"the school commit,te shall procure, at the expense of the city · 
or town, a sufficient supply of text-1!>ooks for the public schools," 
and sell them at cost, but this law had been ignored or disre- < 
garded. For twenty years or more books had been purchased by 
the school committee, and loaned to pupils whenever called for. 
Two years ago, about one-half of the pupils in the public 
schools were supplied with books and stationery by the city. 
Men who were abundantly able to pay. for books allowed their 
children to be classed as "indigent." . Furnishing books and 
other supplies to parents who were able to pay for them, was 
an acknowledged evil, . and was alluded to as such ih printed 
reports to the board eig?t or ten years ago. . 
THE SUPPLY PLAN. 
In the early part' of the pre·sent year the Committee on Sup-
plies were authorized to modify the ,plan, and it was changed to 
the form in operation since the beginning of. the present term. 
A parent may buy the books at any place h.e pleases. Blanks 
are provided for the bigh, grammar, and primary schools, each 
containing a list of the books, and other articles, used in the . 
three grades of schools, with the price pririted on the left ·of . 
every book, and the other supplies. These blanks were given tO l 
the scholars. The teacher ·carried out at the right the )!lriaes of 
the books that were needed, ~nd put the. total under tne exten' 
sions. The schohirs carried the blank home. No bookseHelt 
could sell the goods at the prices named, for they wera from twenty , 
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to fifty per cent. lower than the retail' dealers could sell them. 
This fact constitutes one-half of the opposition to the plan. 
The parents who desired to purchase of the city at these prices' 
sent the required amount to the schools, during the first two 
weeks of the term. Collectors were appointed by the Committee 
on Supplies, who visited the schools at specified times and 
received the money. As he did so, he gave the pupils a receipt 
for tlie money paid, and stamped the blank, the stamp authoriz-
ing the master, or the teacher, to deliver the books and other 
articles to the pupil, keeping the stamped blank as his voucher. 
There were various checks in the system, which are, not mate-
rial to our present purpose. Every night the collector paid to 
the auditing-clerk the amount he had taken during the day. 
At the end of the two weeks allowed for pupils to be supplied, 
the teacher in charge of each class certified on another blank, 
with price-list, that certain scholars were not supplied with 
books. On this certificate, the master or other teacher, furnished 
the supplies needed, certifying to the Committee on Supplies 
that he had done so; and this blank was the voucher for books 
and other' articles so expended. In most of the schools all the 
scholars were supplied in two weeks and two days. The former 
plan was the better in this respect, for there was no waiting 
beyond the time required to do the work of furnishing the books. 
The bills against parents whose children were not supplied 
within the two weeks were sent to the assessors, to be remitted 
or put on the tax-bills, as that body might determine. 
Over $30,000 was collected within the two weeks; and 
it was evident that a much larger proportion of the pupils 
purchased their own books'than formerly. The amended plan 
was regarded as a decided success by the committee in charge 
of the plan, and by a large majority of the masters. Doubtless 
the plan is not yet perfect; but the committee will improve it as 
the means of doing S0 are suggested by more experience. 
,!his is the supply plan as it has been amended. Up to this 
pomt the contract has no necessary connection with it. 
THE CONTRACT PLAN 
has been more thoroughly denounced and misunderstood than 
the s~pply-pJan. After the board had adopted the plan, power 
was glVen to the Committee on Supplies to carry it out; to oper-
ate it with persons in the employ of the board, or to "contract 
with any reliable person or persons, on such terms, and for such 
length of time, as they may deem advisable, for doing all the 
work required in carrying out · said plan." The report of the 
committee, with the two orders, was before the board, in print, 
two weeks. 
Why did the Committee on Supplies .decide to contract for 
doing the work? Simply to save the city's money. The board 
had for. years rarried on a supply department, which purchased 
and dehvered half the text-books,' all the writing and drawing-
books, slates, stationery, and janitors' supplies. The salaries 
paid to all officials in the deoartments of the secreta-ry and of 
a.uditing clerks, amounted to $13,3°0. The cost ot teaming and 
expressage, and the care of apparatus made it $17,5°0. To this 
sum was to be added $2,5°0 for additional clerks, al).d $500 for 
purchasing and delivering janitors' supplies, making the estimated 
cost of the department $20,500. It was then believed that the 
cost of the departments of the secretary and the auditing clerk 
would be $6,200, leaving $14,200 as the expense 'of the supply 
department. 
The committee desired that the auditing clerk and secretary, 
who had had over thirteen years' experience in the supply-work, 
should take charge of it, and that it should be separated from 
the clerical work of the offices. The cost was carefully esti-
mated, and the pl1esent supply-agent accepted the contract to do 
the work of the department for five years, for $12,000 a year. 
The contract was drawn up and executed, and the contractor 
filed his bond for the faithful performance .of the work. Exper-
ience has since convinced the present auditing-clerk, .who, as a 
member of the board, was a strenuous opponent of the plan, that 
the committee's estimate was less than the work would have 
cost the city if carried out under the old system. The city 
sayes by the contract, from $11,000 to $20,000, making no allow-
ance for increase in number of scholar~, changes of books; etc. 
THE POWER OF THE NATION TO EDUCATE ITS 
CI'PIZENS. 
BY THE HON. JUSTIN S. MORRILL. 
In the United States Se~ate, December 15th, 1880, the bill to 
set apart the net proceeds of all future sales of public lands, 
and the net receipts of the patent office, for the education of 
the people, being under consideration, Senator Morrill, of Ver-
mont, said: . 
The celebrated ordinance of 1787 proclaimed that" schools 
and the means of education shall forever be encouraged." 
This was an ordinance of the whole country, reaffirmed in 
1789 by Congress after the adoption of the Constitution, and 
its obligations must be redeemed by the authority of the whole 
country, with the proceeds of the territory and property origi-
nally dedicated to this high purpose. Schools and the means 0 f 
education can thus, an~ only thus, be forever encouraged. 
By what other instrumentalities can the public welfare be so 
surely and largely promoted? What better guarantee can be 
given to the several States of a republican form of government? 
Where will be found a stronger custodian of public liberty? 
There may be some parties who, through technical refil).em~nts, 
would limit the whole operations of government to -the pumsh-
ment of crime, to levying and collecting taxes, to declaring war 
and raising and supporting armies, and other. kindred subjects; 
but would include. nothing which tends to elevate man above the 
level of useful animals, or above very common automatic machines 
That was not the government foreshadowed by the' Declaration 
of Independence, and not the government of the Constitution 
founded on the will of the people; nor was it the government 
ordained and established to secure the blessings of liberty, with 
authoritv to exercise all the granted and indispensable functions 
that ordinarily adorn and preserve nations, or t1).at, according to 
the home-bred understanding of the people, under the letter 
and spirit of our organic law, belong to their legitimate sover-
eignty. 
For authority to dispose of the public lands for educational 
purposes we are not, as has been shown, driven to see~ an,Y 
power not expressly granted to Congress. At the same time It 
may not be improper to show that such a disposal is not in c~n­
Hiet with any part of the Constitution, but is in harmony WIth 
the interpretation early and constantly. given to it by its found-
ers. The general scope and power of the Constitution comes to 
us in broad and general terms, not being confined to powers ex-
pressly granted, as were those of the old confederation, but 
upon the completion of its frame work vigor and life was im-
planted in all its parts by the extreme discretion and unlimited / 
supplemental power conferred upon Congress- . 
"To make all laws which shall be necessary and proper for 
carrying into execution the foregoing powers, and all other 
powers vested by the Constitution, in the Government of the 
United States, or in any department or officer thereof." 
The vested powers, therefore, are not barren but fruitful pow-
ers. Among the principles and declared purposes of our 
Government, President Madison enumerated the following: 
" To promote, by authorized means, improvements friendly to 
agriCulture, to manufactures, and to external as well as internal 
commerce; to favor in like manner the advancement of. science 
and the diffusion of information as the best aliment to true 
liberty." . 
In the farewell of Washington he urged his countrymen to 
" promote, then,as an object 'of primary importance, .institutions 
for the gene~al diffusion of knowledge." The words of Wash-
ington and Madison were revered when uttered, and the lapse 
of time has made them precious as legacies of- political 
gospel. 
Shl!-ll the great, peerless experiment . man's self-government 
be tested by a national policy of indifferentism as to whether t.he 
voting popul'atiori shall have the means of improvement and lD-
tellectual advancement, or take the chances of remediless illit-
eracy? ShaH we have no - institutions to which farmers and 
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mechanics may resort for such scientific and technical knowledge 
as may be related to their pursuits, and such as give the silver 
lining to the clouds of toil? 
No one objects to the schools of West Point and Annapolis 
for the education of our military and naval officers-we are in-
deed very proud of them; but is that all we can do? After that 
must we confine national contributions to tree culture and fish 
culture? I would not underrate the importance of eradicating 
the cotton-worm or the Colorado beetle; but is it less impor-
tant to eradicate the unlettered ignorance of millions of freed-
men? 
A government that aspires to be the high school or. moae1 
among all free nations should 110t confess that it has no power, 
directly, or indirectly, to aid in schooling its own children. The 
Signal Office is not only a great honor, but most useful to the 
country; but ' it will not be pretended that daily reports of what 
the weather is to be can be of greater honor or more useful than 
would be schools and colleges that would give sOlne assurance 
of what coming generations are to be. 
The question which we have to face is, Shall the republican 
GovernPnent of the United States, alone among the enlightened 
governments of mankind, in spite of its lofty ,pretensions, shirk 
all responsibitity as to the education of its people? 
The measure before us stands on a noble principle, wholly im-
pregnable, if human self-governmenl rests upon popular intelli~ 
gence-a principle which neither the republican nor the demo-
cratic party will be willing to repudiate so long as each claims 
to be the champion of self-government and of the common 
people ;' and, if the measure is worthy of adoption, it ~s worthY 
to be ~dopted with the least possible delay. 
THE SOUTHERN OUTLOOK. 
James H . Smart, State Superintendent of Public Instruction 
has just returned from ,Atlanta! Georgia, where he went to per~ 
fect arrangements for the meetmg of the National Association 
next summer. The following is the substance of an interview 
with a reporter of the Indianapolis Evening News. Mr, Smart 
has revised and interlined the interviewers report for the benefit 
of the readers of THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY. 
He speaks in enthusiastic terms of the good work which is 
going on in educational circles throughout the South. He says 
the advance in Georgia is one of the most surprising things in 
our recent history. The common school system is well organ-
ized, the facilities being equal for both whites and blacks, though 
the blacks are educated in separate schools, The taxes, are 
cheerfully paid, closely collected and honestly expended, and 
the good results are very apparent, although the people have 
had but eight years in which to build up a school system. The 
Southern people have discovered that it is absolutely necessary 
to ed';lcate t?e negro,.and they are going at the work with a will. 
ThiS apphes espeCially to Georgia and Tennessee and in a 
less degr~e to South Carolina, and the :professor i; confident 
that the knowledge of gooa results in these States will soon lead 
to an advance all along the line in every Southern State. The 
negroes in Georgia are now taxed on over six millions of dollars 
of personal property , according to their own sworn statements to 
the assessors. They are content with the State and have no 
desire whatever to leave it, and no exodus movement could be 
organized. Many of them are teachers in the schools 'of their 
own race, and the State has establish,ed a normal school for the 
training of colored teachers at Atlanta, upon which a large sum 
of money was spent last year. Tennessee lliso has such a normal 
school at Nashville. The negroes take much interest in the 
education of their children. The new generation is almost 
universally able to read and write. A State tax is levied for the' 
support of the common schools, and distinction is made between 
the races in the distribution of the proceeds. Beside this, the 
State has made liberal appropriations for sustaining universities 
for both races, and traiping schools for teachers. The people 
have the power to vote upon themselves further taxes in each 
county, and the system is not therefore so highly centralized as 
in many of the other Southern States. 
In some parts of the State, wh~re the ne-groes are in a large 
majority, they have voted taxes upon the property of the whites, 
whi~h have, been cheerfully paid. ' 
There are some, old Bourbons remaining in the State who 
sigh for the old anti. bellttm times, and object to, the movement 
to build up a new South. I 
The constitutional provision, as to public education, was 
adopted by so large a majority, and the sentiment of the people 
was, indicated so , strongly, that the protests of this class , of men 
are very little heeded. The young ,progressive element has the 
destiny of the State in its hands and i's determined to see to it 
that no backward steps are taken. There . are many Northern 
people in G'eorgia, but they have assimilated with the people of 
the State, and a,ll work together in perfect harmony. I 
, Professor ' Smart says he was struck very forcibly by the evi-
dences of prosperity he saw on every hand. Mills are in process 
of construction, hotels are improving; and everything gives 
evidence of the energy and enlightenment of a progressive peo-
ple: He found that Senator Joseph E. Brown was considered 
the greatest man in the Stat~, and al~o foun.d much interest in 
the passage of Senator Hoar's educatlO!lal bill. In fact, every-
body is wide awake on the question of schools and education. 
He found the reputation of Indiana excellent wherever he 
went, especially in its prominence in educa,tional' matters. 
General admiration is expressed at the part which the State 
will take in the meeting of the association '.next July. B,esides 
his own inaugural address as president, Dr. Moss, of the State 
University, and Presiden't White of Purdue yniversity, }vill de-
liver inaugural addresses as the presiding officers of im.portant 
departments. 
The leading educators of the whole country will attend the , 
meeting next summer, including such men as Dr. Porter, and 
Dr. McCosh. The educational interests.of the South will be 
one of the principal topics of discussion. 
He says the people of the South are not now thinking about 
politics, but are asking instead how they may build up what they 
call the new South. The professor e'xpects a very largelyat-
tended and profitable meeting of the association at Atlanta. 
Gen. John Eaton, National Commissioner of Education, has 
also j'ust returned from a :visit to New Orleans. On his rel!ur.n 
he spent a day in Indianapolis, half of it at the High School and 
the ' other half in a rapid survey of S0me of. the district schools 
and of the penal and charitable institutions of the State. He 
speaks of educational matters in the same tone as Supe,rintend-
ent ,Smart. . He is full of faith in the growth and grow~ng intel-
ligence of that portion of the Union. 
. 
Since the above, came to hand. from our I-ndianapolis Corres-
pondent, we have received the following from , the Hon. '. J ames 
H i Smart. His desi're to see a large representation of nortl~ern 
teachers present, expresses the feelings of the principal leaders 
Gf education in the new South, and it is to be hoped that they 
will not be disappointed. ,. 
OFFICE OF THE SUPER.INTENDENT OF PUBLic INSTRUCTION. 
J. F. WAGGONER. Esq.: 
INJ)lANAPOUS, IND., Dec. 21, 1880. 
n~ar Sir.-In allswer to your letter of \he 20th I am able tp inform ,you 
that preparations for the meeting of the National Educatio~al. Associa.ti~n 
at Atlanta, July 19. 20, and 21, 1881, are well under way. 
I cannot now give any definite information in regard 'to the pfogramme, 
but everything indicates that we shall have a fine attendance, and a vel')'-5uc-
cessful meeting. ' 
I ,particularly desire to see there a large representation of northern teach-
ers, and shall be glad to have the subject mentioned at the varipus St~te 
Associations. ' 
,Respectfully, 
JAS. H. SMART, 
Presidtnt Wal! Ed. Ass'n. 
" I had been sick and miserable so long and' had cause4 my husband so 
much trouble and expense, no one seemed to know'what ailed me, ctliatI was 
completely disheartened and discouraged. In this fr!lme of mind I got a 
bottle of Hop Bitt~rs and I used them unknown to my ~amily. I so.on began 
to improve and ga1ned so fast that my husband and fam1ly thought 1t strange 
and unnatural but when I told them what had helped me, they said, ~ Hur-
rah for Hop Bitters I long may they prospell, for they have made mothe'; well 
and us happy.' "-The ~other.-Home 7o"""al. 
, 
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FORM AND SPIRIT. 
Li;;tening to the lecture of Col. Parker, of Quincy, Mass., be-
fore the State Teachers' Association, at Springfield; last week, 
the old"quest'ion of the relative 'value of form and spirit. was 
brought very forcibly to mind. .The discussion that followed 
einphasized the thought. Much has been said and written about 
the" Quincy method," both by those who knew, and those who 
aid riot kna~, its true nature,' ar purpose. . 
Many have' s'eemed to think it a specie~ af legerdemain, which 
m.iy .be adapted by' any teachet;, who. could master the ~rick, 
With success at least approximating that which has been attained 
at Quincy. A thoughtful attention to Col. Parker's lecture should 
have dispelled this illusion, and canvin.ced the hearer, that, as 
ane of the gentlemen taki.ng part in the discussian wittily re-
marked, the wanderful Quincy system was simply a man, and a 
man in no way remarkable in appearance or manner, to-wit, Co1. 
Parker himself. . 
For we think that, admitting all the advant?-ges that Col. 
ParkeI: had in being permitt~d to. carry aut his ideas an the sub-
!eCt.of teaching, there is no doubt that the success was nat the 
mere suq:ess of methad" but oJ ~hat true, earnest spirit af the 
teacher which was behind the methad. There was nothing 
strange or startling told, us by Col. Parker, little that was alta-
gether Qew; an9 we heard teachers express surprise aI)d be)Vild-
ermellt that this far famed system shauld prove to 'be a thing 
apparently so simple. These were teachers, who. had not''yet learn-
ed to distinguish betwe~n the form and the spirit. 
, That a .good method is a grand thing, in the sCQool room or 
eI:sewhere, anq, t~at there a~e good mo.des and bad modes of 
teaching, we ' do not deny. StiU, the fact remains, and the 
"quincy system" only proves it, that it is the , spirit which 
ammates the form, and not the form which creates the spirit. 
THE BENJAMIN FRANKLIN PRIMER. 
The readers bf THE WEEKLY will relish the humor in the fol-
lowing gratuitous notice of a primer, which is proof positive of 
the modem degeneracy of the City of the Pilgrims. Possibly 
some of our spelling book makers may discover a flavor of whole-
sOme satire in this mimic primer: ' 
',Ever since their ancestors threw awa.y their horn. books in the 
old countr.y, the Yankees have set great store by primers. The 
first book called by that name is said to haNe been printed in 
.Old England in the time of Elizabeth and to have contained 
lit~le besides the alphabet and a.few simple wards. It was ,only 
w.hen transplanted to New England tha.t the primer took its 
proper place in literatu.re, growing in importance and expanding 
in volume until it took rank alongside the family Bible and the 
almanac as one of the three books without which no successful 
attempt at housekeeping could be made. There probably never 
was a m9re useful work dropped from the press than the original 
"New England Primer.'" It was instructive and pleasing alike 
to age and to youth. It was, like "Froggy" Dibdin's Library 
Companion, ",the young man's guide and the old man's com· 
fort." If children' did not cry for it, they certainly wept by 
re~son of it, for it had the" Shorter Catechis,m," and another 
one, not very shart, devised by Mr. Cotton. If it had not been 
for the revolution in theolagy which began to shake Boston and 
all its dependencies pretty soon. after the 'close of the second 
war with England, it is 'likely that tHe New ' Engla~d Primer 
would have held its own, or at least, would have con'tinued to be 
used by very good people i~ very secluded localities, until it was 
ousted by the tra:veling publisher's agent for school-books, who, . 
in the long run, is sure to drive evel'Y instruction book out of the 
m$l.rket which has been in existence over ten years. Time was 
when the parent, seeing his offspring at wark upon the same lesson 
ana in the same bOOK which he himse1f did formerly use, could re-
mind the youngster of the degenera~y of modern ,times and ,of 
the ,increased stupidity of children. .Now, what fond father 
would dare to cwss-e-xamine his son on the secular -lesson of the 
day? The child studies new bo~ks and learn.s things that ' the 
generation before him wot not of. All this comes from throwing 
aside the old reliable" New England Primer." 
To mend the condition of things as far as possible, however, 
same benevolent gentlemen down in Massachusetts have com-
posed another little primer, smaller than the first one and a good 
good deal easier to remember. It is called "The Benjamin 
Franklin Primer," though Mr. Franklin's connectian with the 
warK seems to. end with his standing guard an the title-page in 
the guise of a marble statue. He has gat on Daniel Webster's 
head and caat, and seems to. be meditating whether it wauld be 
cheaper to came dawn fram his pedestal or to hald an umbrella 
over himself in the case of a severe rain. The book has first-
class testimonials annexed. "My children all cry for ~t," says 
Brigham Yo.ung; "It makes a fine show," says P. T ., Barnu~ j 
"I am glad it is out," say's Mark Twain; ,. if it had struck m, 
it would have been worse than the measles." Next after the 
alphabet is the picture of a very sheepish dog, followed by 
an ather of a very cocky hen which loaks like a remote ancestor 
of The Tribune's spring chicken which crew the morning after 
Garfield was nominated. Then come pictures labeled "Two 
Ox-en," ., One lng-en." "A Turk," "A Turk-ey," and a small 
representation of Vishnu with the legend: "Do not be ido1." A 
small boy, distressed because a bull-pup has barne away such a 
big sample from the seat of his pa?ta~oons as to suggest ~ reason 
why only a front view of the boy IS given, stands as an Illustra-
tion for this lesson: 
Here is a nice dog. 
Has the dog sharp teeth? ' 
Oh, yes; the dog has sharp teeth. ' , 
An aquatic "iew ~hows James. clinging to. a not v.ery high 
pole which sticks up in' t.he mlddle.of a n~e,:" whl~e three 
or four crocodiles are reaching up for hIm. ThiS IS the mstruct-
ive comment: 
See James and his pets. 
His pets are fond of him. 
He will soon feed his pets. 
Then comes the dog of history and of song, with a tea-kettle 
tied. t9 his tail, ilnd this lesson: 
Can the dog run? 
The dog can run. 
The can is on the dog. 
Run dog, run. 
This seems strangely like Noah Webster's little spelling~book. 
story, commencing: 
She fed the old hen. 
Two tipsy men at a lamp-post are arguing as to the identity of 
one of the heavenly bodies: 
Is it the sun? 
No, it is the moon. 
Is the moon full? 
No, but the man is full. 
"Ann has a dog," and he is a big mastiff apparently bent on 
eating the little girl up; but we are assured that "Ann is a good 
girl. , She will not h\1rt her dog. Ann, is kind to dogs." 
. There are fifteen of these instructive lessons in all, one to a 
page; , and, when read in connection with the meritorious wood 
cuts thcry come rather nearer to being humorous than they do to 
being, either true or beautiful.-Cht"cago 'Tribune. 
OFFICE OF KINDERGARTENS IN NORMAL 
SCHOOLS. 
In the discussion of the resolutions of the Minnesota Normal 
School Board, establishing a kindergarten in the Winona Normal 
School, Principal Shepard, of that institutian, set forth some of 
the uses of kindergarten attachments to such school~ very 
plainly. He said he did not anticipate the early adoptIOn of 
kindergartens in connection with the free common school; 
neither is it the purpose of the resolutions to secure the estab-
lishment of a kindergarten training school at Winona for a~y 
b~nefit that may accrue to . the children who will compose Its 
classes. Tlie project rests salely upon the intimate relation of 
kindergarten training to primary methods in teaching. It must 
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be admitted by every. observing and experienced educator, that 
the chief evils of primary teaching lie in the repressive, not to 
say harsh, discipline of the of the pupil during the earliest years 
of his school life. Few teachers realize the delicate sensitiveness 
of their youngest pupils. The authoritative "keep still," " .sit 
down," so common in even our best schools, should be modified 
in the practice of our normal students. These students come 
to us thoroughly imbued with the traditionary methods in which 
they themselves have been taught; and though they may not be 
satisfied with those methods and have but little respect for them, 
they know no other. In the practical working of a kindergarten 
we can show them better methods. The conviction is becoming 
universal among the most devoted and studious of those engaged 
in training the young that somewhere we te,achers ,create anim-
mense amount of stupidity. It is not claiming too much to say 
that the kindergarten lays bare the precise defect-it comes to 
many teachers as a new revelation, it arouses their enthusiasm 
and doubles their force and value in practical administration. 
There are few teachers who are naturally capable of dealing with 
the youngest pupils without having recourse to methods of re-
pression which paralyze the tender beginnings of thought, of 
imagination, and inventive effort. When such teachers visit 
Mrs. Eccleston's kinderga~ten they are at first annoyed beyon4 
measure at the apparent mcongruity between the happy, busy 
atmosphere of that room and ,their old ideas of "keeping 
school." Ot.hers with a deeper insight are struck with admira-
tioli tQ~t so much ardor in the aquisition of skill and useful 
knO\,:ledge can b~ produced in children so young. 
It IS the plan, I.f t~e reco~mendation is adopted, that Mrs. 
Eccleston shall give mstructlOn to the normal students in all 
tl}?se occupations of the kindergarten which may be used by any 
primary or model school teacher in connection with the other 
wor~ usual it,l their schools! and ~nable them to fill many unoc-
cupied,. 'Yeansom7 hours with delightful and profitable exercises. 
In additIon to thiS, we shall use the kindergarten freely and re-
g.ularly as a scho?l of observation, and bring, as much as pos-
Sible, all ou~ pupil-teachers under the inspiring, suggestive in-
fluence of kmdergarten methods. 
State. Superintende~t Burt, the Secretary of the Board, said he 
was satisfied that a child of 5 or 6 years, who had ' received a 
kindergarten instruction, was relatively in a better relation to all 
subsequent instruction than the ordinary pupil of the common 
school~ of 8 years o! age. The mea~s by which this rapid ad-
vance IS sec:ured, Without undue stram to the pupil, was a mat-
ter of deep mterest to every teacher. The average common-
sch~ol teacher has yet to learn how to deal wit).1 the younger 
pupils. No other element in the school is so fruitful a cause of 
annoyance, so taxes his patience, so constantly tends to balk and 
embarrass his administration . . The common-school teacher, in 
almost all cases, prefers to deal with more advanced scholars. 
He must be taught how to handle this element profitably, effect-
ively, and without friction. 
President Searing, of Mankato, expressed his high appreciation 
of kinde~garten methods. The resolution were then carried by 
the unanimous vote of the board.-Chicago bzter Ocean. 
THE MODEL SCHOOL AT BRUSSELS. 
From information received' at the Bureau of Education, it appears that the 
Ecole Modele, or model school, at Brussels, contains 400 boys, aged from 7 to 
14. It is not a free school, the annual tuition fee being ISO francs. There 
is a Kindergarten attached, where boys from 5 to 7 are received. The r~gu­
lar sch~ol has t~ree departments: the primary, consisting of boys from 7 to 
9; the mtermedlate, of boys from 9 to 12, and the highest, of boys from 12 
to IS, who are prepared for industrial pursuits. There are 12 classes, each 
containing about 34 boys. The hours of study are from 8 to 12, and from 
half-past one to 4 o'clock. Each lesson lasts three-quarters of an hour, and 
is. follo~ed by a quarter of an hour's recreation, while every: Thursday is a 
half-holIday. Seven hours are devoted every week to gymnastics. No home 
work is given, and no corporal punishment is allowed. ~eligious instruction 
is excluded from the school, as is also Euclid and demonstrative geometry. 
The class-rooms are carefully lighted from the left. and great pains is taken 
to make them cheerful. .Drawing has an important place in the curriculum, 
and is taught in all classes. Language holds the first place in the list of 
subjects taught. Grammar is not taught, but translations from Flemish 
into Frc:nch, and from French into Flemish are freely practiced, and, as a 
very important practical aid to correct language, no incomplete sentences are 
allowed in answering qUt:!stions. 
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ME'NTAL CALCULATION. 
From time to time we' read of individuals that have a wonder-
ful faculty of combining numbers mentally, even to the extent of 
extracting roots of a high degree and finding .large produc;ts. 
Such persons are frequently deficient in the power of 10giGai 
analysis, and it by no means follows that one who is poor in 
calculation, or as the phrenologists say, " small in number," will 
also fail to understand the principles of -mathematics. In a 
recent article we alluded to the importance of. mental analysis 
as the expression is understood in intellectual arit~metic. It is 
also important that pupils should be taught- to deal with large 
numbers mentally. A course in mental arithmetic does, to a 
certain extent. exercise the faculty of number 11t the same ,time 
that the reasoning powers are strengthened; but the first result 
is regarded as secondary, if, indeed, it is considered at all, ex-
cept incidentally. 
A proof that mental drill in numbers is neglected in the 
schools is seen in the prevalence of the' addition method of,mak-
ing change in money transactions. A dollar is given, to .pay a 
bill of 75 cents. The merchant gives back two dimes and~ a 
" nickel," and says, "Seventy-five, eighty-five. ninety-five, one 
dollar," and this process. is satisfactory, to the other p!lrty. It 
would be bettc:;r to count the change, liaving determined that, 
by direct subtraction. _ 
Again, it will be noticed that a majority of men instinctively 
look for a pencil and slate, or paper when required to perform 
even the simplest computations. It rr.ay be claimed that the 
~echanical process of solving arithmetical problems is more 
likely.to be accurate, than the purely mental one, but such, at 
least, has not been our experience. 
We l\ave noticed, on the contralY that a process carried on in 
the mind is less likely to be wrong, and -the reason is plain: 
When the numbers are written on the mind,-they are brought, in 
contact, so to speak with the faculty by which they are operated 
upon. When they are written on th<; slate, the eye whiCh sees 
them, may also see other objects, and thus send other impres-
sions to the brain to cop-fuse the calcli lator, who is likewise liable 
to error by reason of placing too much dependence on his writ-
ten figures. . 
We would recommend that the multiplication table be learned 
up to 16 times 16, and that more stress be laid on the various 
methods of contracting arithmetical operations. He who has. 
all these in his mind, will generally find one that .will apply -to 
the problem in hand. 
EXTI$ACTION' OF ROOTS. 
Our l!lst article on the extraction of roots gave the method of 
resolving the root of a quantity 'into an infinite s_eries, by 
means of a modified form of the binomial formula. ' -
We took as an example the cube root of 31, and found it to 
be equal to 3.14138 +. Of course the most expeditious way 
to extract a root is to divide the logarithm of the number by- the 
index of the required root, which will give the logarithm of the 
root, but it is interesting to notice how many diiferent · ways 
there are of obtaining a mathem?-tical result, though some of fhe 
methods may be too cumbrous to be practically useful. Per-
haps the mos~ satisfactory process of extracting, toots, except-
ing the logarithmic method, is by the elegant method of Horner, 
given in all treatises on algebraical equations. Horner's method 
of .ascertaining the roots of numerical equations is equally'. ap-, 
plicable to finding the roots of numbers; for the nth root of a 
given number, N, may be found by solving the equation x"-N 
=0. Letting N=31 the number" before taken, and X=3, we 
may form the equation x3-3I=0, which w4en solved will 'give 
the cube root of x. , . '
This equation lacks its second and third terms; the coeffi-
cients of the missing terms must be denoted by zero. The 
coefficients are 1,0, 0,-31; the last, being the coefficient of xo. 
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We know that the first figure of the root is 3, so we proceed to 
transform the equation into another whose roots shal~ be less 
than those of the given equation by 3. The operatIOn is as 
follows: 
0 
° -31 13. 141 
3 9 27 
, "'-
' 3' 9 ' * 
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, ~:pre' :ri~m'!?~_rs m~r1C~d ~ith ' onT st~r' are c()effic.ients of the first transfoqned e'quatlOn. Th-e numbers marked WIth two stars are 
~oe~cie!lts of the seco~d transformed equation, and so on, ex-
cept that the righ't hand figure of the fi"tst number in each case, 
is hot a .,part of the co~c'ient. The successive figures of the 
ro'ot are found' 'by dividing the ultimate by the penultimate coef-
fi}:ien.t 6f .eafh transformed' equation. Th'us to get the second 
figure, we diVide -4 by 27 which gives .1 for the trial figure. 
We then transform bv .1 and divide the last coefficient of the ~e.sulting equation; vii.: -1.209 by the next the last viz.: 28.83, 
wh!c:h ,gives .04 fo ( the next trial 'figure. By continuing the pro-
cess 'w'e geJ-.ool for the 'next figu're, .0003 fot the next and .00008 
for. ~he ne~t ~pd w~ can after a while get as many figures as we 
p'le-ase by the process' of division which we use at first to find 
on~\~rra(figure of, the root. . " 
SCHOOL, LAW. 
rCan ,school authollities be compelled to provide instruction in branches 
not specifically named in the law? 
In reply to this question th~ Indjana Sckool Journal publishes the fol. 
lowing synopsis of a case passed upon in the Circuit . Court for Johnson 
county: 
n ~hC; case of Grubbs atid YJungatt v. Williams, Trustee, in the Johnson 
€ircuit Court, the plaintiff aSKed .for a writ of mandamus to compel toe de-
fendants to have their children taught algebra and Latin, in an ordinary 
c¥st~ict school. The court issued the mandate in regard to algebra, and 
refused it in reg<lrd to Latin, solely-on the grQund that the plaintiffs had not 
made a suitable dema,nd on the trustee ' in regard to that study, holding 
that it was his duty to cause Latin to be taught, if the attainments of; the 
pupils required it, and that he would be compelledr to do so by suitable 
proceedings. . " ' 
In deciding the <;Ruse 'the court arghed in substance as follows: 
"Section 26 of the act of March 6, 1865, 3 Ind. Stat. 448, confers on the 
. patrons of schools th~ power to elect that branches of learning in addition 
to those prescribe!! by th'e. general law, as in section 34 (3 I'nd. Stat. 450), 
shall be. taught in, their schools, and.,that section 14i (Id. '538), makes it 
the duty of school trustees to, cause ,such' other branches of learning and 
otlier languages as the adhncement of pupils may require ! to be taught 
therein. ' ,.r , • , 
.. These. two provisions of the law are .not inconsis.tent with- each other. 
The -intent , of. the ~Ilgjslatu'r~ was that 'other branches of learning and 
other ,languages '. should be taught in the public schoo~s whenever the pupils 
therein were sufficiently advanced in the elementary branch'es as provided 
for in sectioll 34 sUfr'a " and in order that the legisli'tive' intent might be 
made effective two modes of acting were provided for. " 
.. I. The vote,rs ,were,empowered to act. B.ut,lesl from .al,ly C!luse t)iey failed 
in their duty .and left those entitled to the benefits of the public schools with-~ut a remedy; th~1i '"' ' 
"2. The school tr.ustees could act, and, they being public officers, could be 
compelled by the courts to perform their duty in case they neglected to do 
the same. 
"But if, as contended at bar, sections 26 and 147 were inconsistent. with 
each oth~r, then section 147, being the last expression of the Legislature, 
will govern. 
" The statute provides that the trustee' shall provide to have taught in 
them orthography, etc., etc., and such other branches of learning and other 
languages,' etc., etc. 
, " The language is imperative. Sometimes shall is construed to mean may, 
but never where a public or private right will be impaired by such CClnstruc· 
tion. (Whaler v. Chicago, 24 III. 105; Blake v. Portsmouth, 39 N. H. 
435·) 
. "The language is not only imperative, but it is unambiguous, unless we 
except the clause 'and the trustee from time to time elect.' But an ambig. 
uous phrase concluding explicit language of precedent matter can hav~ ' no 
weight. If it can not be reconciled with such precedent matter it must fall. 
(Dickson v. Nelson, 4 Ind. 280; The State v. Williams, 8 Ind. 191.) 
. "The action of the trustee is conditioned upon the fact that the advance-
ment of the pupils requires other studies to be introduced in addition to the 
common branches. , 
"I think the argument here adduced equally applicable to trustees in cities 




The third Hebrew college in the United States is soon.to be establishe~ at 
Cincinnati, a house having been already purchased for Its ac~ommod~hon. 
The other two colleges belonging to the Hebrews are in Philadelphia and 
New York. This new institution is to be maintained by voluntary sub-
scriptions solely. , 
The forthcoming report of the State Com.missioners o~ Common Schoo.ls f6r 
Ohio will show the following facts regardmg the receipts an~ expen~ltures 
for die common schools of that grand State. It would be mstructmg to 
study the meaning of these figures, but we cannot do it .now. Obser!e, 
however, that Ohio expended last year $7,7°40448.85 for public schools, which 
is six times as much as Spain, with more than eight times the population of 
Ohio, expends for public and private primary schools. . . 
The amount paid teachers of high schools containmg about 4 per cent. 
of the total school enrollment, was $442,358.18, or about 10 per cent ?f what 
was paid to teachers of the primary schools. 
There are a great many other noteworthy observations that could be made 
had we time for it no.w, but our readers will probably observe th~m, and 
understand the significance of all these statistics without our promptmg. 
September I, 1879, there was a J?alance on hand to the credit of the State 
School Fund of $3,54Q,422.51. 
The receipts from all sources during the year were as follows: . State school tax __ __ _____ ______ • _________________________ -$1,558,207 32 
Irreducible school fund .. __ ____ __________ ________ ________ _ 245.744 51 
School tax levied by local authorities _______________________ 5,155,878 47 
State school b.onds by local authorities _____________ .________ 340,804 75 
From fines and licenses ________ .. _________________________ 225,58941 
I 
Tota, receipts ______________________ •• ___ . _________ -$I1,075,646 97 
Amount of e/Cpenditures for school purposes durmg the year: 
Amount paid teachers in primary schools ______ .$4,53°,183 46 
Amount paid teachers in high schools__________ 442,358 18 , 
Total amou~t paid teachers_ .... _______ .------ 4,972,541 64 
Amount paid for managing and superintendency____________ 141,681 30 
raid for si es and buildings .. __ . _______________ , ___ • ____ .. _ _ 798,736 18 
Interest on 'and redemption of bonds ... _______________ _____ 537.485 99 
Fuel and other contingent expenses ____ .. __ __ __ __ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ I,25.l,003 74 
Total expenditures ____________________________ • _ ---$7.704,448 85 
or not' far from 90 per cent. of all that was reported 
as paid for such schools in the whole United States 
in 1850, according to the census of that year. 
Balance on hand Sept. I, t880_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 3,371,198 12 
Unmarried youth of school age in the State for the year ending Sept. I, 
1880': ' . 
White boys of school age ______ _________ ~ ___________ ; . 522,536 
White girls of school age_.' _____ ______ _________________ 500,035 
Total whites of school age _____ _______ __________ --- 1,022,571 
Colored boys of school age __________ ~ ___________ '" ~ _ II,94I 
Colorec;l girls of 'school age ____________________________ II,713 
Total colored, school age _________________ _______ --- . 23,654 
Total white 'and 'colored _____ .. _____ .. _________ .. ______ ... ____ 1,046,225 
The total numlier of children, white and colored, in the State is 2,QOS 
greater· than in 1879. . 
Number and co'st of scnool houses erected within the year: Houses erected, 
442 ; total cost, $71I,835 . 
The number of school houses in the State is 12,143; value, ,$21,851,7I8. 
The number of sC,hool ropms is 16,247, and the number of teachers neces-
sary to supply the schools is 16,627. ' . 
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The number of teachers ' employed in th~ township primary schools was: 
gentlemen, 9,949 ; ladies, 8,234. .In township high sc40c;>ls: gentlemen, 23 i 
ladies, 16 j ' total, 18,222. Teachers in. separate district primary schools: 
gentlemen, 888 j' ladies, 3,905. In separate district high schools: gentlemen, 
466 i ladies, 204. Total, 5,462 i grand total, 23,684 j of whom 9,388 were 
Two boys of the 'Normal public, school had a fight some time ago in Which 
a knife played some part, and one father has sued, the other. It ~eems the 
boys have had a habit for some time of repairing to a neighboring yard and 
settling their disputes according to the code of honqr. No particulars. 
employed the whole year. , , 
The averages wages 0.£ teachers per month of ,four weeks, in schools 
taught, less than , twenty-fqur weeks, were: In township primary schools, 
gentlemen, $34, ladies, $23 ; in township high schools, gentlemen, $57, ladies, 
$29 i in separate district primary schools, gentlemen, $60, ladies, $42 i in 
separate,district hign schools, gentleme'n, $74, ' ladies, $63. 
The pupils enrolled in townsHip primary schools were, boys 254,208, girls 
219;310; in township high scnools, boys 66j, girls 59I. The total pupils in 
township schools, high and 'primary, 474,772. 
In separate' district primary sch'ools, boys 123,713, girls .1I9,796 i separate 
district high schools, boys 12,947, girls 15,910;: in separate districts, total 
pupils, high school and primary, .272,366. Grand total high and primary 
s<;hool enrollment. 747,138. , 
The daily attendanc;e in townships i~ 77 per cent. of the average, monthly 
enrollment, and iI! separate districts it is 88 per cent. 
The number of teachers in townships, in colored schools, is 99 j in private 
schbols. 41 i in separate district colored schools, 126 i in separate district 
private schools, 206 ; grand total, 472. 
The number of pupils enrolled in the colored schools, townships, 2,737 ; 
separate districts, 6,774. The total number of pupils enrolled in private 
schools, townships, 1,117 i separate districts, 27;533. 
The whole number of applicat ions for teachers' certificates was 38,034, of 
which 13.551 were rejected. Of the certificates granted, 206 were for 36 
months, 959 for 24 ·months, 2,5'7'3 for 18 months, 9.800 for, 12 months, 10,945 
for 6 months. rhe total number granted to gentlemen was 13,694, granted 
to ladies 10,789,. making a total of 2,l,483 ; o~ 800 more than the total num-
\:\e,r of; teachers in all the high and pri¢ary schools of the State i yet this was 
bu~. 64 p~r cSllt. of all th!! appl.icants. 
r ' " , ILLINOIS. 
Peoria Scientifit Association will have much ado to live if S. H. White 
~oves away and Miss Smith continues her studies 'in Europe. To add to 
Its troubles the board of supervisors has unexpectedly appropriated to an-
other pU,rpose the rooms fitted up by the association in the court house. The 
board Will hardly make the change without trouble. 
The ~eo~ia Cil/! ~ays it is rumored, th'ough not on authority, that Supt. 
Dou~hc;rty IS ' to 'be a parther wi t'll Mr. Emel'}\ in starting a new daily with 
the new year. , ,' 
. Miss Nellie Bai'~ resigns h~i 'place in the scliools to become th~ bride of 
a Ne~ York attorney. She left for the Ea~t the day the fall term closed. 
In the near future Supt. Dougherty and"Dr. S. H . Peabody are to lecture 
under the ausp.ices of the Scientific Assgciation i the former on "Natural 
Science and the Mechanical Arts, the Basis of Civilization," and the latter on 
"The Sun." 
Peoria city schools closed' the (old year ,Dec. 23 with an extensive pro. 
gramme in commemoration of the Pilgrim Fathers. The Transcript gives 
two columns to an account of the exercises in the high school and the vari. 
ous districts. About all the literature that is extant on the subject seems to 
have· been read, o~ declaimed or sung, and the high school pupils brought 
out some new productions for the occasion. Orations were delivered on 
" Plymouth Rock " and .• Miles Standish," and essays on "Causes that Led 
to t,he Departure of the Pilgrims," "Hardships of the First Winter," and 
.. Women of the Mayflower." Some of the primary departments had a land-
ing of Santa Claus, which proved very interesting. 
Normal' News.-The annual contest of the literary societies occurred 
Tuesday evening, Dec. 21. T,he protection question was debated, and the 
decision rendered in favor of .. a tariff for revenue only." The Philadel, 
phians won the debate, the instrumental-music and the oration ; the Wrigh-
tonians won the paper and the vocal music. The Normal hall was well 
filled, and the contest is pronounced one of the most interesting the school 
has ever had. 
Miss Lillian De Garmo, the talented lit tle elocutionist, is to be married 
soon. ,So say the papers. 
Capt. Burnham, one of the first Wri'ghtonian. presidents, read, at the last 
regular meeting of the term a very interestirig paper on the early history 'Of 
that society. Mr. B. has redently been elected ,to membership in the' Illinois 
Historical Society. 
, Among the old N ormalites ' who attended the contest were Nich. 'F. Ed. 
wards, S. Y. Gillian and wife, an'd James Smith and -wife nee M iss Lou Armi. 
tage. 
The Normal pu\)lic schools are not 'yet done with litigation over those 
troublesome bonds. By a supreme court decision of nearly a year ago the 
board feel that they are forbidden to ,pay certain bonds formerly issued to one 
of their members, and suit has been recently begun to collect them. B. F. 
Carpenter sues in the circuit court for what he holds, and C. B. Carpenter, of 
New York, begins action in the 'United States court for his claim. 
Merton Metc~lf and James W. Adams, resting from their school work, I 
come. to Norma) to spend their .holiday vacation. A nUl.1lber of stuijents 
remau) about town tllrnilgh vacatIon, and some go to Spnngfield to attend 
the State, Te/lchers' Association. 
J. H. Tear and L. R. Reid had their overcoats stolen the night of the 
cor;test., Whoever. can invent a coat room that will be thief proof, and yet I 
r,:pnvenient, will ,be a benefactor to the schools. 
Miscel/aneour.-W. H. Chamberlin, principal of Ridge Farm schools; 
spends the holidays with his father's folks in the Hoosier State. 
A. P. Lemmon, of Manchester schools, cpmes with his wife to visit his 
father at Decatur. . 
Mrs. Hoblitt, of Atlanta schools, has resigned her position on account of 
poor health, and is succeeded by Mrs. Norris, of Lincoln. 
The Annual of the Champaign College.of Agriculture will occur January 
26-8, The circulars will soon be distributed over the State to invite the 
attendance of the farmers. 
The first lady lawyer admitted to the Kansas bar is Mrs. Kellogg, wife ,of 
Lyman B. Kellogg, of Normal class of '62. 
Prof. J. Burkitt Webb, formerly of the Illinois University, out latterlY 'or 
Berlin, Germany, has accepted a chair in Cornell University. 
The Tonica intermediate teacher has resigned, and Miss Alice E. Knipple, 
of Buda, is her successor. 
A. R. Jolley, of Cerro Gordo, lately a teacher of Scott county, is n-ow 
principal of the Smithfield schools, in Fulton county. 
Principal Savage, of Mansfield, suspended a. disorderly boy Dec. 9. The 
b"oy's father brought suit before a .. squire," and got judgment for three dol -
lars damages. The school board, after hearing the same evidence, continued 
the suspension, and the teacher appealed the case. 
The Moultrie county institute, appointed for Sullivan Dec. 18, aoes not 
seem to have been a success. 
At the Bettie Stuart Institute, Springfield, recently, Mr. J. H . Wood, of 
Chester, married Miss L. Belle Craig, of Chester. The latter is grand. 
daughter of Gov. Bond. 
, W . H: Smith's reading at Ottawa brought in about a hundred doJlars. His 
version of the amateur's ren,dering of the "Burial of Sir John Moore" is 
said to have brought down the house. ' 
Schools that usuaJly take two weeks' holidays are puzzled where to put 
the extra week, as it comes ,clear out of holiday time. Some put it in'iDe. 
cember, others in January. This gives a good chance to visit schools. 
We understand that the work of raising funds for the Presbyterian Theo. 
logical Seminary of the Northwest, at .Chicago, Ill., is progressing 'finely. 
Mr .. Cyrus H. McCormick's promise to add $5,000 to every $50,000 raised 
from other sources acts as a- 'Valuable incentive to the collectors as well as the 
contributors of the fund. 
H. W. Austin has presented the Oak Park High School Museum a nicely 
stuffed skin of a boa-constrictor measuring twelve feet three inches long and 
eighteen inches 'in circumference. 
Thirteen persons-seven men and six women-were examined . yesterday 
at the rooms of the Board of Education, to see if they were cO!l\petent to 
fill the position of principal of a grammar school. Of the applicants, three 
are already on the roll as teachers - one as principal of a gramm~r school, 
and the other two as assistants. The first mentioned is a lady. Af llresent 
none of the female principals of grammar schools have principal's certifi. 
cates, and by recent action of the board they are not essential, experience 
being consiClerea an equivalent. Rome of the ladies, however, are determined 
to get certificates. and the one who presented herself yesterday for examina. 
tion belongs to this class. Supt. Howland and Asst.-Supt. Delano gave out 
the questions, the answers to which had to be written. The subjects were 
English Literature, Algebra, Geometry, Theory of Teachin'g, General His. 
tory, Definitions and Science. AJI who have an average of 80 wiJI pass. 
There is only one vacancy in the schools, but the successful app1icants will 
be given places as soon as there iS ,an opening. An examination for principal 
is something new, promotions having been made heretofore without inquiry 
into qualifications other than experience in teaching. It is believed that the 
new plan will be beneficial to the schools.-Ckicago Tribune, Dec. 28. ( 
MINNESOTA. ' 
What does this mean, gentlemen of the Board of Normal Regents oE Min. 
nesota? Principal Kiehle, of the State NQrmal School at St. Cloud, reports: 
" The building is without insurance, and with no respectable means of extin-
guishing fire." You have done wisely in many things, go' and do likewise by 
insuring this building committed to your care, and then, if it bums t~e PGPu. 
lar gusts will not sift tlie ashes on your hellds.-Inter Ouan educational p'ag;e. 
WISCONSIN. , , 
1 ' Milwaukee Notes- Too Many Branches Taugkt.-One of the members of 
the Committee on ~ules, at a late meeting of the committee, justly, oDs~I'yed 
that in our schools. as at present organized, too many subjects 'weri'embt aced 
in the course of st,udy. A variety of matters are made sUQjects of recitation 
each day. Eight or nine studies are gone through with every day, with more 
or less haste. Instead of having one or two lessons to prepare with care, 
seven or eight lessong, are assigned and never well learned. Habits of care. 
lessness', superficiality and neglect of duty are formed. from which recovery is 
almost an impossibility. This is the ,greatest wrong which the pupil suffers. 
Fur-ther' than this, when he comes to leave school he finds that he knows a 
little of everything! and not enough o! anyt~i~g. He can. add .very. slowly 
and imperfeetly, hiS 'knowledge of an~hm~tlc IS not practlcal; It w:a.s only 
enough to enable. him to pass th~ ~xaml1latlons.. He makes many mlst;lkes 
in spelling and hlS letters and wrltlng ,are verx Imperf!!ct. He has no taste 
for solid rea<)ing. II} fac~, hjs education ha~ been a failur:.e. I ask Of candi~ 
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person if this is not the case with 50, yes 75 per cent. of our public school 
graduates. Other causes, besides those above named, may also operate in 
producing these results, but they are comparatively unimportant. The de, 
luded young man can sing a number of school ditties, can draw equilateral 
ana isosceles triangles to perfection, and can ,go through'bewildering arm and 
trunk movements much better than he can do anything useful. ' The unfor, 
tunate fellow has had music, drawing and calisthenics at school. If ~e is of 
American parentage, he probably can speak enough German to make a fool 
of himself when he gets a chance. He has learned the definitions of the 
most curious words from the dictionary, and perhaps. he has vague notions 
about physiology, history and bookkeeping. But, unfortunately, he don't 
know anything useful. He has to, learn everything of use outside of school. 
Costly superintendents sit in their soft chairs and make out innumerable re-
ports and statistics, and yet, this wrong is not righted. The question arises 
why superintendents don't see to this matter. Many of them state the facts 
above, and go even further in their denunciation of 'the smattering work 
done, but most of them stand by nnconcerned. Why should they trouble 
themselves? They encounter no obstacles, as they do no teaching. They 
concern themselves with intriguing about positions, watching their chances 
of re-election, and now and then giving forth voluminous reports and statis-
tics. Teachers in ac~ive work can pay but little attention to these matters. 
It is the heads of systems who should watch such things and reform them. 
When superintendents are appointed from active teachers, not from political 
demagogues we may expect action, but for the present the people and their 
deluded children must expect" talk." 
A matter will shortly be brought, before the school board for action which 
concerns our teachers gre'atly. It is proposed that when a teacher is dropped 
or discharged, the commissioner discharging such teacher shall give her 
reasons in writing for the act. This measure will provide a sort of security 
to efficient teachers, while it will be very disagreeable to poor teachers who 
always like to ascribe their loss of position to partiality, persecution, or some 
similar injusti"ce. Still, these written reasons should be handled with care. 
The board has no business to injure the reputation of , any professsonaJ 
teacher by publishing or letting these reasons get into the hands of improper 
persons. Managed carefully, however, this measure will be productive of 
good results. .,
~~ costs ,$20,000 per annum to teach German in the city schools. A prop-
oSItion to lOcrease the teaching force of this branch meets with considerable 
oppo~ition from commissioners who think the study is dear enough already. 
It I~ now proposed to make pupils residing outside of the city, attending 
the cIty schools pay certain tuition fees . It is very questionable whether 
u~der the present c~ty charter-..the school board have any legal right to re-
ceIve any moneys dIrectly for teaching done. Even these night school fees 
are probably illegally collected. 
Consi~erable rec~iII?-ination is being indulged in, in the fifth ward, regarding 
the locatIOn and bUlldmg of a new school in the ward. Brace up, gentlemen, and 
take a fresh start. If such matters were left to teachers or those who un. 
derstand the r~al needs of th~ ward in this respec't, and not to men having 
lots to sell or Interested therem, less dust would be raised. 
Many teachers desecrated Christmas by drawing their salaries 'in the fore-
noon. It was a very unchristian spirit which prompted the selection of this 
day for this purpose. ' 
T~e, superintendents and principals and other high-jinks are gone out to 
MadIson. -r:here they will talk and exhibit their profundity to admiring 
county supermtendents and cadaverous book agents, pay their board bills, 
'and come home filled with a profound admiration of themselves. 
~ccor~ing to the statistics for 1879, the average salary of male teachers in 
Wlsconsm was $37.-75 ; of female teachers, $25.72. , The average salary paid 
to male teachers of city schools was $838 per annum; the average paid fe. 
males was $341.89. The average number of days school was maintained in the 
counties during 1879 was 153.7; the average' number in independent cities, 
195·3· Th~ highest average salary pard to male teachers, $105 per month (in 
1~79), w.as I~ Ashland county, the next, $70, was in Douglas, and the third 
hIghest 1D Lincoln county. The first of these counties had but four school-
houses, the second only three, and the thid only twelve. The first of these 
paid female teachers an average of $60.25, the second $32.50, and the last 
'30 .41. The highest average salary paid females in any other county, was ' in 
Marinette, $33.75.-Inter Ocean, educational page. , 
MICHIGAN. 
The Crosswell Union School of Sanilac county closed earlier than usual 
(or t~e Christmas vacation, owing to the spread of scarlet fever in the dis-
trict. This disease, and diphtheria, have been quite prev:alent in the schools 
of the State this season. 
The Trustees of Adrian College are debating wheth f![ to r~build the 
burned north hall, or remove the enti~e institution to another locality. Now 
is the time for some large, souled friend of the college, to donate it a hand-
some sum and decide the question at once. . 
The school building at Fort Gratiot is now heated by large boiler.plate 
wood burning stoves in place of the coal stoves heretofore in use, 
Quite a number of the taxpayers of Union City are discussing the feasi. 
bility of repudiating the school tax; because the languages and higher 
branches are being taught at their expense. Let them read the decision of 
the Supreme Court in the well-known Kalamazoo High School case lmd learn 
wisdom. 
A department of education has been instituted in the State'Prison at Jack. 
son. The schedule of studies laid down embraces reading, spelling, writing, 
arithmetic, geography, gramma'r, UnitedL States History, bookKeeping, civil 
government, natural philosopby, physiology and hygiene, and mental and 
moral philosophy. The regular course will extend three years, and sessions 
will be held each evening, Sundays excepted. The idea underlying the experi. 
ment is, that ignorance begets crime, so may education make men better. 
Evidently, the prison authorities have not been convinced by the argument 
of Richard Grant White. ' 
Prof. T. W. C~issey', former Superintepdent of the Flint public schools, 
has purchased the Midland Itzdepmdmt with tqe intention of entering upon 
the care.er of a journalist. Mr. Crissey bids adie,u to the readers of the edu-
cational column in the Citizen, by writing an able two column review o( M~. 
Richard Grant White's remark~ble article in the North A1Il~rican Review. 
A meeting of the teachers and township superintendents of schools in 
Genesee county was held on Dec. 2] and 28 in the high school hall of Flint. 
Prot Simmons, of the Mason schools punished an incorrigible urchin, as 
in the days of old, and the boy's father caused his arrest. We sympathise 
w,ith you, brother Simmons; this is one of the ,I pleasant spots " in a teacher'S 
journey. 
The Battle Creek public school library ~ilI be increased by $400 worth of 
new books at the opening of the new year when a supplemental catalogue 
will be issued. . 
The Alpena public schools were closed owing to the prevalence of diphtheria 
and scarlet fever. The Mt. Pleasant schools were also closed for the same 
cause. 
Prof. Condict, of the Addison high school, has resigned. 
The University .-The sophomore class will resume the publication of the 
Oracle. The consolidation of the two colle~e papers, the Chronicle and the 
University is talked of. The regents of the University will undoubtedly 
report favorably upon the construction of the gymnasium. 
Prof. G. E. Frothingham, lectured at Adrian, Dec. 21. A letter from Dr. 
Angell says that both he and his family are in good health, and that the busi-
ness of the commission is progressing favorably. At the University Hospi-
tal, since Oct. I, 214 patients have been treated. Tennessee democratic 
papers are mentioning Judge Horrigan, of Memphis, a graduate of the law 
department class of '60, as a c~ndidate for the United States Senate. 
Miss Chloe A. Clark died at St. Luke's Hospital, Detroit, Dec, 3, aged 65 
years. Miss Clark came from New York State to the vill~e of Ann Arbor 
at an early period of its history. In connection with a sister, she established 
the well-known Misses Clark's school, which for many years gave Ann Arbor 
its chief reputation for educational privileges. Among the many pioneers. 
to whose labors our State is indebted for its present elevation, the Misses 
Clark were not the least worthy. The debt of gratitude, however, was never 
paid, either by the immediate neighbors, or the public at large.-Howell Re-
publican . 
President D. W . C. Durgin, of Hillsdale College, has prepared a very con-
vincing and able Jecture on the financial bearing of intemperance. It is 
highly commended. Grand Rapids high school lecture.course nets $900. 
A Michigan lady has asked Gen, Garfield for n post office on the ground 
that, as she alleges, ilhe attended a teachers' institute twenty years ago at 
which she heard Gen. Garfield I. deliver a lecture on grammar, which was 
just splendid." 
The fall term of Michigan Military Academy closed Friday, Dec. 17. Ex. 
aminations took place Thursday and Friday. In Physiology and Physical 
Geology, the WOrk of this term 'completed the subject. The final examina-
tion of these classes was conducted by Prof. Rice, assisted by the faculty, 
and was thorough in every respect. Each cadet was closely questioned and 
but very few were found wanting. It is the custom here, when a topic is 
completed, to have the .. passing examinations," as above, and it is found 
profitable. The progress made in all classes was such that the superintend. 
ent was led to remark before the cadets at morning chapel, .. This term has 
been the most satisfactory, in every respect, since the starting of the 
Academy." . The average attendance was about 85. The prospects are that 
it will be nearly, if not 100 during the coming term, which begins at 7 P. M. 
Tuesday, Jan. 4, 1881. Letters of inquiry, with an expressed desire to send 
boys, have been received from Georgia, Missouri, California, Colorado, Ne-
braska, Iowa, Montana, Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, New York and other States. 
The gymnasium has just been refitted, and promises to be one of the most 
attractive features hereafter, as regular and systematic instruction is to be given. 
The cadets who attend are interested and happy. As they left for . tReir 
homes. to spend the holidays, there was the very best of feeling. Surely one 
is justified in saying, "The M. · M. A. is doing successful and commendable 
school work in Michigan. 
Under the- superintendence .of Z. Truesdale, the schools of Pontiac are in 
good condition. The high school, of 135 scholars, has a principal and three 
assistants. In the graded schools there are fourteen teachers . There is not 
a poor school building in the city. , Five good brick buildings, with a fair 
amount of school apparatus speaks well for a city of 5,000. There are sev-
eral very commendable features which deserve special mention, connected 
with these schools. First, the decrease in absence and tardiness. Over 40 
per ccnt. of about 800 scholars have neither been absent or tardy durin,g the 
past four months. In Miss Nott's room over 50 per cent. Second, In each 
room of the higher grades, 7, 8,9, 10, II, 12, are found reference books; four 
sets of Encylopedias, and ,in addition to this, for general use, a good school 
library. Third, beginning in the first grade, local , geography is begun. A · 
map of the city hangs in the room; the little ones are taught to locate all the 
principal buildings, and their own homes' tell the street upon which they 
live, etc. ; following in order as they go to 'the other grades, they draw first. 
a map of tlie city, then the townsliip, then the county, learning the name and 
location of every township in the county, the railroads running through, 
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stations, and everything of interest' or importance in the county. This same 
ystem is carried right through the grades until the subject is finished . Work 
of all kinds, as a rule, is well done. 
- - KANSAS. 
Normal Notu.-A. W. Stubbs, of the class of '76, has been elected Sup't 
of city schools at Chanute. ' 
Dr. G. W. Hoss, Professor of Elocution, resigned at the close of the fall 
term, to give his en tire attention to the publication of "The Educationist." 
He leaves many friends in the Institution at Emporia. 
There were 254 students enrolled last term, against 125 last year, and , 90 
he year before. 
The Southeastern Teachers' Association meets in Parsons, ori Dec. 28, 29, 
and 30. 
President Welch has .moved into his new residence. corner of 12th Avenue 
and Constitution street. 
An officer of the U . S. A. will probably be detailed to take charge of the 
Cadet Corps, Gymnastics, and a few classes in Mathematics. If he proves 
more efficient than Prof. B. T. Davis, he will have to be an expert. 
Demands for first class teachers are continually coming to Pres; Welch. 
The graduating class of '81 will supply some of these places after June 
next. 
The new school building in Emporia will have a bell weighing 1,500 and a 
own clock. 
INDIANA. 
The colored people of Richmond are not satisfied with the proposition of 
he school board, to add to the buildings now occupied by the colored pupils 
additions large enough to accommodate all applicants and to teach all the 
branches in them that are now taugh t to white pupils of the same grade. 
The colored people on the contrary, demand that their children be admit ted 
to the schools nearest their respective residences, and tha't no distinction 
be made on account of color. 
Lee O. Harris, author of .. The Man who Tramps," has started a new 
monthly at Greenfield, called the Home and School Visitor. 
The Crawfordsville public schools, which were suspended on account of 
3carlet fever, resume on Monday, Jan. 27. 
. E. A. ~ia!ght, of the ~lton, Ill., public schools has accepted the posi-
Ion of pnnclpal of the Vincennes University, to fiJI the vacancy caused by 
the death of Prof. Lewis Prugh. ' 
William T. Harris, LL. D., late Superintendent of the St. Louis schools 
~vill deli.ver, ?efore. the Indiana University, a course of six lectures O\~ 
Education: Its PhIlosophy and History.~ ' The dates and topics are now 
an~ounced as follo,,:s: Thursday, Feb. 10, on the Nature of Education and 
of It Processes ; FTld~y, Feb. II, on Intellectual Education; Monday, Feb. 
14, on Moral EducatlOn; Tuesday, Feh. 15. The Organization and Man_ 
agement of the ~chool; Thursday, Feb. 17. Educational Psychology; Fri-
day. Feb. 18, HIstory of EducatlOn, and Present Status of Education in 
Europe. In the afternoon following each Lecture Dr. Harris will meet 
those who may wish to join, for two hours, in a ~onversational discussion 
on the topic. of the previ~us evening, or on ~elated topics. It is expected 
that the entlre ,occaSlOn WIll be 'one of rare mterest and profit. Admis-
sion only by ti,:kets., which will be furnished without charge to the mem-
bers of the University, and also to all teachers, school superintendents 
and high school pupils of the State; other persons will be charged one 
dollar for the course, and twenty-five cents for a single lecture. 
THE SOUTH. 
The new college for colored youth at Atlanta, Ga., Chrisman HaJI is 
already nearly filled with pupils. Its price for tuition has been made ;ery 
small in the hope of benefiting more persons than would be able to pay the 
usual college rates. The president and five teachers of the college are paid 
by -the Freedman's Aid Society. A lady of Topeka, Kan., contributed 
$10,000 toward the $40.000 needed for the establishment of the school, and 
the remainder of the money came from private subscriptions, through Bishop 
H aven, and from the Freedman's Aid Society. , 
The comm~ncement exercises of the December class of Cook County Nor-
mal School was held at that institution on the 23d ult. There are seventeen 
in the graduating class, all young ladies but one. The programme consisted 
of essays and orations, interspersed with instrumental and vocal music. The 
R:ev. R. A. Holland delivered the class address in the evening, after which 
there was a deligh tful class sociable. The class song was of far more than 
ordinary merit. and was sung with such spirit as indicated that the prophecy 
of the last quatrain would be fulfilled, or it would be no fault of the singers. 
But'with God as our great Captain, 
And with Right for sword and shield. 
We shall bear away all honors, 
!:.eave with triumph every field: 
The names of the teachers in the Du Quoin schools are C. O. Sawyer, 
Prin., Miss Mary Holmes, Lavissa Williamson, Mary Cowens, Lena Wine-
berger, Ellen McCar, Mary Cotter, Abby Leighton, and Frank McCullough. 
The enrollment for November, 529; average daily attendance, 447. Prof. 
Sawyer is doing his second year's work, and doing it well. 
Pinckneyville employs the following teachers: R. B. Anderson, of the 
National Normal School, Prin., Jno. B. Eaton, E. M_ Hawkins, Mrs. E. M. 
Hawkins, Miss Emma Edwards, and Miss Tilla Hill. Enrollment for 
November, 252; average daily attendance, 186. Prof. Anderson is servinl1: 
his second year. 
Hon. B. G . Roots, President of the State Board of Education, has the best 
school he ever taught. 
Tamaroa schools have been very much injured by measels. 
Jno. I. Higgs is teaching the largest school in the county that is taught 
by one teacher. The enrollment is 85 average daily attendance, 65. ' Mr. 
- " 
Higgs is a vigorous y~ung man, but no man should, be asked to do so much. 
The school was a school of two departments for several years, but in 1879 
a man who was" hard run " for a place agreed to teach it all himself, and 
the. directors employed him_ They now see the folly of their action, and 
next year it will be a graded school. . 
We are sorry to say 'that a teacher who has spent a year in the Norma 
is teaching at $22 per month. But this is an average price, including towns. 
The teachers say a county superintendent is worth his hire.. So do we. 
EDUCATION ABROAD. 
A boarding school for boys has been established inSerajewo, Bosnia. This 
is the first school in that country founded on pedagogic principles. In ' the 
absence of trained teachers, the authorities have placed the school in charge 
of military officers. It is unsectarian, a.nd has accommodation for eighty 
boarders. 
The head-masterships of the great public schools of Eton and Harrow are 
worth $25,000 to $35,000 a ye.ar, and those .of Westminster, Winchester, 
RUl1:by, Charter House, and Merchant Tailors are worth from $12,000 to 
$20,000 a year, including the spacious abodes attached to them. The heads 
of college at Oxford and C;:ambridge do not receive nearly so much. The 
Master of rrinity College, Cambridge, gets about $15,000 a year, and the 
Dean of Christ Church, who is also Dean of the Cathedral, over $10,000. 
The n'ext most-lucrative position in Oxford is President of Magdalen, which 
is worth about $1.0,000, Magdalen being a very wealthy coll!!ge.; 
STATISTICS OF GERMAN UNIVERSITIES. 
UNIVERSITIES. 
Berlin, Prussia _____________________________________ _ 
Boun, Prussia ________ ~ _________________ -- ____ -- - - --
Braunsberg, Prussia __________________ , _______ - _ - - - - --
Breslau, Prussia ________________ -- -- - - -- - - -- -- -- -- --
Erlanger, Bavaria _______________ __ - ___ ---- -- -- ------Freiburg, Baden ____________ _______________________ _ 
Giessen, Hesse-Darmstadt __________ -- ____ - --- -- - - ---Goetting!!n,1 Prussia _________________ ~ ______________ _ 
Greifswald, Prussia ________________________________ _ 
Halle, Prussia _____________________________________ _ 
Heidelberg, Baden ___ ________ ~ _____________________ _ 
Jena, Saxe-Weimar _______________ -'- ____ -- __ ~ -- -- ---Kiel, Prussia ______________________________________ _ 
Konigsberg, Prussia _______________________________ _ 
Leipzig. Saxony ___________________________________ • 
Marburg, Prussia_ " ___ . _____________________________ _ 
Munster, Prussia _____ _____________________________ _ 
Munich, Bavaria __________ _________ _______________ _ 
Rostock, Mecklenburg _____________________________ _ 
Strassburg, Alsace ______ ~ __________________________ _ 
Tubingen, Wurtemberg ____________________________ _ 













































----I·--TotaL _______________ -_ - - _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ ___ _ __ __ _ 22,487 23,177 
-
Increase-690 in 21 Universities. The students of Braunsberg are not re-
ported. 
THE NEW MUSEUM;:OF FOSSILS AT WABASH COLLEGE. 
Two workmen are busily engaged in the South Hall ,?f Wabash <;:ollege.in 
the putting together of a large list of fossils for the. musellm. They lne c. A. 
Ward and Edward Geuret, and they are furnishing the rooms with specimens 
from the catalogue of Henry A. Ward, A. M., F. S. G., Professor. of, the 
University of Rochester. Prof. Ward has found that ~he only possible way to 
give this collection its desired accurateness is by the introduction, in the classi-
fication, of plaster copies of those fossils, the originals of which are either 
unique specimens, or are so very rare that it is altogether impos~ible to obtain 
them. The series of extinct forms are by this plan ~ade substantially com-
plete, and the cabinet enriched by many specimens of great scientific value, 
and of great attractiveness to the general visitor. These young men bring 
the" dry bones" from the east, and put them together and paint them prop_ 
erly in the rooms. The ,. copies" are made of some sort of composition, 
shaped by moulds from the original. Many of the rarer specimens are from 
the British Museum and the Garden of Plants at ' Paris, Oth~rs, from Royal 
Museums in Berlin, Vienna, Copenhagen, St. Petersburg, Municb, Turin, 
Lyons, Darmstadt, Haarlem. and other places. The copies frolll American 
specimens are from the Academy of Natural Sciences at Philade~phia, ,the 
Boston Society of Natural History, the M~seum of comparative Zoology, of 
Amberst College, and from the American Palaeozoic fossils of Prof. James 
Hall, of Albany. Among the Mammals, a human skeleton from Guada-
loupe is of peculiar and unique interest, as are also the skulls of primeval 
man from the N.eandertha,l and Engis Ca've~ns. The series of Ruminants 
and Pachyderms fr0lD: the Sewalik Hills-outliers of the Himmalay,s-form 
a stronger l1:roup. The birds, reptiles and other specimens are all inter~t-
ing. The series represents about 250 kinds. ' 
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THE SCHOOL ROOM· 
TEACHING ARTICULATION. 
Our attention has lately been called to a small school on the North Side, 
Chicago, where an enthusiastic teacher is engaged in teaching deaf and dumb 
children to articulate. Though the school has been in operation but a short 
time, its success has been most noteworthy. The children, .though without 
the sense of hearing to guide them, and thus compelled to learn by imita ting 
the motions of the teacher's lips only, have learned to articulate all the 
vowel and c'onsonant sounds, and many combinations thereof in words of one 
syllable. 
We have no space to go into particulars concerning this school, and the 
mode by which its teacher combines other instruction with that in speaking, 
but seeing how much can be done under great difficulties, we are led to won-
der why our common school teachers cannot give children who are not dumb 
some pra("tice in the art of distinct articulation. The imperfect pronuncia-
tions so common among uS,-not only on the part of the children, but also of 
those who ougbt to have outgrown the children's imperfections,-the mouth-
ing of words, the slurring over of syllables, have distressed the ear of the 
accurate opthoepist many a time. . 
This defect seems to come from the fact that though pronunciation is some-
what taught in our schools, it is not taught in the only common-sense way, 
to-wit, by the analysis of the sounds of the letters, and distinct and separate 
articulation of these sounds. Several years ago a few enthusiastic teachers 
tried to get up an interest in phonetic spelling, or spelling by the sounds of 
the letters. The interest was not so long-lived as it deserved to be, for this 
plan of spelling offered and urged the very best method of teaching the young 
a distinct articulate pronunciation of words, and, as far as it was carried, was 
productive of much good. 
- The ignorance of otherwise well-informed persons on the very simple mat-
ter Of articulation would be strange indeed were it not so common. Not long 
since we were present in a school-room where a German teacher was training 
a (:la,ss .of YOU?g m~n a~d women in his language. Himself a perfect master 
of distinct. arttculatton In two languages he could hardly understand why his 
greates~ dIfficulty lay in the fact that his pupils did not seem to know how to 
~5e .thelr vocal organs. With a patience and persistence beautiful to see he 
Illustrated how ~'he w sound in German is not the sharp v of the English, but 
the v modified by project.ing the upper.lip at .the moment of its utterance; 
and the German il, so difficult for most English speakers to pronounce, is 
only our well-known 00, formed with both lips thrust forward. When he 
further went on to show how the different consonant sounds of German and 
English were formed by var!ously m~dified movements of tongue, lips, and 
teeth! we saw the faces of his class hght up with the pleasure of receiving a 
new Idea.. All the~r li.fetimes they had been using the consonant and vowel 
sounds With as entire Ignorance of the mode of forming them, as if there had 
b.een some magic about it instead of being, as it was, a mechanical action so 
. simple that a few moments' notice of their own articulation would have made 
it perfectly plain to them. . 
. ~ow much exercise in articulation is needed we can know by noticing how in-
dlshnctly most persons speak, not merely children, as we have before remarked, 
but thos~ of la~ger growth. The man or woman who speaks with a clean, 
c~e~r utterance, IS the exception, not the rule. He who pronounces accurately, 
IrIVlng each syllable its proper sound and quantity, is still more exceptional. 
How many persons do you know whose blu are not all buls, his obscure i's, 
long u's, and his Italian a's, all ,.'5. 
We w0!11d urge a more general use of the phonic spelling in schools, and a 
more general and frequent instruction of young readers and spellers in the 
methods ?f distinct articulati~n. T~e resulting advantage would show itself 
not only .tn .the greater ease With whl~h they.would acquire other languages, 
but also ID Increased grace and effectIveness In using their native tongue. " 
ORAL AND WRITTEN SPELLING. 
The ma,nual of the common schools of Vermilion county, Ind., prepared 
and published by County Supt. H. H. Conley; of Clinton, is one of the best 
of .this class of publications. Many of these county manuals are very puerile 
productions, which can only serve the public by .helping to relegate their 
authors to privat~ life. This judgment in no,wise applies to the manual 
before us, ftom which the following suggestions on oral and written spelling 
are taken: 
D~ Graff says: "It is only in priuted and written language that correct 
spelling has any value. Oral spelling is not a test of accuracy. It is im-
possible to memorize by their letters all the word. in our language. If we 
wish to . make pupils excellent spe!lers, we must cultivate the powers of 
observatton and memory. If habIts of carelessness and inaccuracy are 
allowed to be formed in childhood, no ordinary habits in after life can over-
come the dc:fects.or supply the deficiencies that result from such bad habits. 
" Teachers should give close attention to this important subject for truly 
it has been said, ' To spell one's own lanb'Uage well. is no great credit to him, 
for lie ought to do it.; but to spell it ill is a disgrace, because it indicates 
extreme~y poor attention and loose scholarship.' We i!ave a great number 
of spelhng books, grammars and other aids, but, with all these poor spellers 
greatl y abound. ' ' 
.. One cause of the frequency of poor spelling may be found in the neglect 
with which the spelling lesson is treated in schools. It is often crowded into 
a few minutes and passed over in a hurried and imperfect ,manner, and if 
any exercise must pe omitted the spelling lesson is the neglected one. An-
other cause may be found in a feeling not very uncommon that spelling is 
undeserving the attention of any but very young pupils. . 
"From the beginning let your pupils understand that the spelling lesson 
will always receive its due share of attention, and its due time; hold your 
pupils responsible for the correct spelling of evuy word at the regular reci-
tation and upon reviews. 
"As soon as the pupils can write, which, in a well conducted school, is 
about as soon as they can read, special instruction in spelling with script 
letters should be introduced, and children should learn to spell orally every 
word in their reading, and in all other lessons. If accuracy and neatness 
in every particular be required, habits of careful attention will be forme'd. 
" The child must be taught to spell correctly before twelve years old, as 
this habit is seldom acquired after that age:' 




I. Require the pupil to pronounce the'-
(a) Word accurately before spelling. 
(bl Letters accurately. 
(c) Syllables accurately. 
(d) Words accurately after spelling. 
(e) Words of the succeeding lesson accurately before study. 
(f) Require the pupil to name everything necessary to the correct writing 
or printing of the word, as the capital letter, hyphen, apostrophe, etc. _ 
(g) Require the pupil to copy the words of the succeeding lesson severa 1 
times before spelling. 
2. Let every fifth exercise be a review. 
3. Require misspelled words to be written correctly. 
4. Review often, and advance slowly. 
II. CAUTION. 
I . The teacher should-
(a) Pronounce the word only once. 
(b) Never repeat a syllable. 
(c) Nor permit the pupil to repeat a syllable. 
(d) Require pupils to divide one syllable from another by a pause. 
(e) Give no undue emphasis on unaccented syllables. 
(f) Do not permit the pupil to try the second time on a word. 
(g) Explain new words. 
III. 
1. The correct spelling of words , 
2. The ' correct pronuncia tion of words. 
REMARKs.-In teaching spelling, the instructor should aim to give inter-
est to the exercises by frequently varying the mode of recitation. But what-
ever course is pursue.d, the following directions should be strictly adhered to : 
(a) That the word should be pronounced di~ tinctly; just as it would be 
pronounced by a good reader or a good speaker. In giving out the words 
to a class, teachers sometimes commit the error of departing from the ordi-
nary pronunciation for the sake of indicating the orthography. No u"due 
emphasis or prolongatitJn of the utterance of a syllable should be given by 
the teacher. 
(b) That the pupil should spell a word once only. As all beyond will be 
merely guessing. 
For employment between recitations the children should be permitted, 
encouraged, required and compelled, to write all the exercises they read 
or spell upon their slates. 
WRITTEN SPELLING. 
I. DIRECTIONS. 
I. Preparati.on for the lesson. 
(a) Pronounce the word accurately. 
(b) U se it in the construction of a sentence. 
(cl Define it. 
(d) Write a sentence containing it. 
2. Materials-Book, pen and ink. 
3· Require tile pupils to write the word neatly as soon as pronounced. 
4. At the close of the written exercise, the teacher or some pupil should 
spell the words orally,. , 
5· The pupil shoolld check the misspelled words. 
6. Every misspelled word and word omitted should be written correctly 
in the appendix, with its number and the number of the column. 
7. All blanks, letters or words erased, inserted, written over, or written 
indistinctly, should be considered as errors. 
8. The teacher should examine the pupil's work, and keep a record of 
the s.:holarship. 
9. Begin all words with small letters, except proper names. 
II. CAUTION. 
I. The teacher should .give sufficient time to the exercise. 
2. The dit-ecti()n number seven must be adhered to strictly; any viola-
tion will be cou n ted the sa me as a misspelled word. 
3· If words are found unchecked, they should be marked with a cipher. 
4· Every word which the student checks for himself will deduct one; 
every word checked with a cipher will deduct five' any correction whatever 
made in the column will deduct ten. ' 
Are all business colleges alike? By no means. H. B. Bryant's Chicago 
Business College could accommodate the students of a dozen of the smaller 
~ind. 
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KINDERGARTEN GROWTH. 
The last report of the U. S. Commissioner of Education gives the follow-
ing exhibit of Kindergartens for r878. The forthcoming report for 1879 will 
show a large increase, for the demand for this class of schools is extending 
rapidly. 
The Kindergartens number 159. with 376 instructors and 4.797 pupils. In 
New York are 26 Kindergartens, with 70 teachers and 855 pupils ; in Penn-
sylvania, 22 schools, with 46 teachers and 387 pupils; in Massachusetts, 18 
schools, with 31 teachers and 346 pupils; in Missouri, IS schools, with 66 
• teachers and 1,129 pupils. . . 
The Commissioner calls attention to the increased interest of mothers in 
the proper training of their young children, occasioned by the general discus-
sion of Frobel's principles and methods, to the increased demand for Kinder-
garten teachers, and to the important work accomplished by charity Kinder-
gartens. 
These reach the children of the poor and destitute, who must otherwise 
suffer neglect or be exposed to vicious influences in the most tender and sus-
ceptible years. Seventeen such schools are supported in Boston and vicinity 
by Mrs. Shaw, daughter of Prof. Agassiz, and reports of similar schools, 
under reports of similar schools under the auspices of church societies and 
benevolent persons, have been received from New York, Philadelphia, Chi-
cago, and Cincinnati. • 
The question of the introduction of the Kindergarten into our public 
school system is attracting much attention. 
The public Kindergarten in Boston was closed on account (as stated in the 
report) of its expensiveness. . . 
In St. Louis, under the gratuitous ·supervision of Miss Susan E . Blow the 
public Kindergar.tens ~ave achi~ved great success, and a system has bee~ de-
ve.loped that furmshes Its own dIrectors, assistants, and supervisors. Through 
thIS syste.m the cO.st or the Ki~dergarten has been reduced from $II.36 for 
each pupIl belongIng m 1875-76 to $5.70 in 1878, and from $5.75 per capita 
of enrolment to $3·52. It thus appears that. the St. Louis system will solve 
the question of Kindergarten economy. 
PRIMARY READING. 
BY PROF. JOSEPH CARHART, TEACHER OF READING IN STATE NORMAL SCHOOL 
OF INDIANA. 
The subj~ct matter of primary reading should be printed words, with 
whose meanmg and spoken form the child is already familiar. 
The immediate purpose of primary reading is to lead the child to substi-
tute the printed form for the spoken word. 
The following are the steps to be taken in the realization of this purpose : 
"I have always had a fancy that learning might be made a play and recrea-
tion to children."-" Some Th oughts on Education."- JOHN LOCKE . 
.. One thing at a time is sufficient for the mind of a child."-IBID. 
The child's. interest in his work will be the measure of his progress; and 
to secure the mterest, the teacher must observe the law of the child's mind-
from the kno~n to the unknown; from a knowledge of the whole to a 
knowledge of ItS component parts. 
Give the name of some common object, say cat. 
Known. 5 Idea. I Spoken word as a whole. 
i Printed word as a whole. Unknown. Component sounds of spoken word. Component letters of printed word. 
Th.e word ~at is selected b~cause it is the name of .an object familiar, pleasl~g and mterestmg .to chl~dren ; aud because the parts composing it 
enter. mto ma~y words wIth whIch the child is familiar, so that a knowledge 
of thIS word WIll help him to form others. 
. I. Tell the cl~ss an interesting story about a cat. Let them find the 
pIcture of a cat 10 their books, and identify this with the subiect of the 
story. , 
. 2: Print t?e word cat upon the black-board, and teach the children that 
It, lIke th~ pIcture and spoken word, is the sign of the object cat. Print 
the word m several places upon the board, and let the children find it in their 
books. 
3· Print the word cat upon the board in a number of places in conne~­
tion with other words widely different in form, and let the children find the 
word cat. 
4. Teach the words a, my and the by printing them on the board in con. 
nection with simple outline pictures of objects familiar to the 'children ' 
finally the picture of the cat to be replaced by the now known word cat, and 
the phrases, a cat, the cat, and my cat to be learned as wholes. 
5. The word rat, and the phrases, the rat, a rat and my rat to be learned 
as were the first words and phrases. 
6. The word black and the phrases black cat, black rat, and tIle black rat, 
my black cat, etc., also the words has, and, and accompanying phrases, to be 
learned in the same way. 
7. Give the child some employment at his desk tbat will make permanent 
the lesults of the recitation. 
Among' the exercises employed in the child's first lessons in reading, for 
the purpose of giving him employment, and leading him to observe closely 
the form of words, printing upon the slate holds ' a prominent place, although 
it is less popular now than formerly. Printing is a difficult exercise. It 
'wearies the child, and when he discovers that he cannot accurately reproduce 
his copy he becomes discouraged, and the exercises are distasteful to him. 
Experience has shown that practice in making printed letters bas no ,value 
as a means of making script letters. The" pricking'" or -, perforating" ex-
ercises in use in Kindergartens are intensely interesting to children, and can 
be used with decided advantage in connection with the first lessons in read-
ing. Into the end of a sol t stick, about the size of a lead pencil, thrust the 
eye of a needle u!ltil the point projects a half an inch. Upon a piece of soft 
card-board or writing paper print the words the child has learned in his read-
ing lesson. Place this before hIm upon his desk on a piece of cloth or felt, 
and let him perforate the lines with his ,- pricking pencil." , 
S. Teach the child to spell phonically, "say in little pieces," words which 
he has learnerl as wholes. • 
9. Teach the formation of new words from the sounds already learned: 
10. Teach the relation of parts of the spoken word to the parts of the 
printed word. 
II. Teach the building up of new words with alphabet cards. (These 
cards are invaluable aids, and can be bought for a nominaL sum of D. Eckley 
Hunter, Washington, Ind.) 
12. Practice reading short stories con taining only words already familiar 
to both ear and eye. 
13. Teach the names of letters whose forms and sounds are familiar to 
tlie pupil. 
14. Lead the pupils to use full and correct sentences in conversation 
upon the subject matter of the lesson.-Manual of Vermilion COUllty, Ind. 
THE WASHING SONG. 
[This cheery rhyme is taken from -, Kitchen and Dining Room Work," 
a primer of domestic scenery for home and schools, by Mrs. Harrier J. Wil-
lard, published by George Sherwood & Co., Chicago.) . 
TUNE-" 0, Come 10 the Grove." 
I . Reftain-How much we need to wash and elea". 
To wash atzd clean, to wash and clean, 
That not a spot or speck be seen; 
But all ~e swu t and pure. 
.We polish, we rinse. and we dust and we scrub; 
We stand at the sink, ahd we bend at the tub; 
And still, to the music of a rub-a-dub-dub, 
We keep on a-washing, and washing. 
2. Refrain-How much we need to wash and clean, 
To wash and clean, etc. 
The pots and the kettles, the tables and floor, 
The dishes and silver, each window and door, 
Ourselves, and our clothes, and a thousand things more, 
We keep on a-washing and washing. 
3. Refrain-How much we need to wa, h and c'ean. 
To wash and clea!'_ etc. 
So, day after day, and from morn till night, 
With filth and with dirt we constantly fight; 
To kill, and remove them forever from sight, 
We keep on a-washing and washing. 
How much we need to wash and clean, 
To wash and clean, to wash and clean, 
That not a spot nor speck be seen; 
But all be sweet and pure. 
A LITTLE FRENCH FOR A LITTLE GIRL. 
" - Early to bed, a,nd early to rise,' 
So,. little girlie, come shut up your eyes." 
" Mes yeux, that's my eyes, will not shut up, mon pere, 
Because the old sandman has not been round there." 
Mon pere is my father, and this, conches-vous, 
Just means, go to bed, as papa calls for you. 
A lzuit heures, eight o'clock, should you linger, he'd say, 
" Ma jille. that's my daughter. et vous faut aller." . 
" You must go ;" so, my darling, come give me a kiss, ' 
These French words embrasse moi, mean just about this. 
, 
So my girlie, go ,off with your mother, ta mere, 
Who will carefully comb tes cheV(UX, that's you~ hair. 
She will lovingly kiss you, and say, bon muit, 
Or good night, and in dream-land you quickly will be. 
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EDUCATIONAL BOOKS. 
A Primer ~f French Literature, by George 
Saintsbury, is Imother of the useful little issues 
on the subject of clifferent literatures brought 
out in Harper's Half Hour Series. It passes 
rapidly over the ground tOUChing the leading 
French authors and their works and giving' a 
clear resume, which is useful either as an in. 
troduction to the study of a mote complete text. 
book or to refresh the memory that has grown 
forgetful of facts once acquired on the subject. 
Ginn & Heath have brought out. in their 
Annotated English Classics two more of Mr. 
Henry N. Hudson's edited plays of Shakes-
peare that have obtained deserved praise for 
their admirable annotations. A Winter's Tale 
and King John are the latest and have the 
same characteristics as their admirable prede, 
cessors. The latter contains an admirable 
paper .. How to Use Shakespeare in School, " , 
which should be read by every teacher. 
Outline8 of En.qlish Hist01'1/. by Annie Wall, ' 
(G. I. Jones & Co.), is a little volume which 
rapidly sketches the principal events of the 
leading periods and of the reigns of two dif: 
ferent kings. It is printed with a marginal 
index and with a margin which leaves· room 
for notes to be added by the student. The style 
is readable and so will be attractive to the 
young scholar. but the volume does not exhibit. 
distinctive traits of excellence that would raisc 
it above many other good books in the same 
line. 
How to IJraw and Paint, (J. & H. Dickson,) is 
a manual intended to give in ' the minimum of 
space the maximum of information that will be 
useful to the student of drawing . . Beginning 
. with ontlines it proceeds to give rules for light 
and shade, perspective, sketching from nature. 
artistic anatomy, the principles of color. the art 
of painling, colors. landscape and marine 
painting, portrait painting, _ and composition. 
It is illustrated with about 100 .engravings that 
will be of general assistance, and tlie whole has 
recei ved the revision, the title page tells us, of 
" a practical artist." 
Beside their most excellent supplementary 
readers, which were spoken of last month, 
!vison, Blakeman and Taylor, have a new 
E nglish Gramm<lll' and Composition, written by 
W. H. Wells, A. 111., who is well known in edu-
cational circles, and, having carefully studied 
the wants of schools, and the best methods em-
ployed, he gives us this new grammar, which 
he calls the Shorte1' Course, and which contains 
all that the ordinary student will need to learn to 
speak and write the English language well. The 
peculiar feature of the book is, that the rules of 
grammar are taught by practical application 
and not as abstract principles. The book is 
concise and clear throughout and well adapted 
for a school text-book. 
The Orthoepi8t. by Alfred Ayres. is as daintily 
made as if it were a volume of poems and not 
the useful little manual of pronunciation that 
it proves to be. By simple devices, apparent 
at a glance, the author indicates the correct 
pronunciation of nellrly 3,500 words, including 
a number of foreign proper namcs, considering 
which unccrtainty is frequently felt. Among 
ordinary words it would hardly seem possible 
to find so many that are often mispronounced, 
but we may take Mr. Ayres' word that is so, 
and may also take and use his handy little 
volume when disputed points in pronuncia- . 
tion do occur, for he has proved himself an 
authority, and the clearness and conciseness of 
his rules commend them to the judgment of 
the ' examiner. (D. Appleton & Co.) 
H . F. Harrington, Superintendent of Public 
SChools. New Bedford, Mass., has prepared a 
~raded spelling book which has excellent · 
features to recommend it. It is progressive, 
and is made on the principle that every word 
given 'out to be. learned shall be presented in 
a connection with other words that give a clear 
idea of its meaning. It also ma.kes .a specialty 
of introducing from the beginning words in 
familiar use whose orthography is of fi~st 
importance to the young learner. Care has 
also been taken 'to make the lessons interesting. 
and the reading exercises in which tile ',Vor.ds 
to be spelled are introduced often con tam 1D-
formation useful to . recollect. or arc composed 
of quotations that may be memorized with 
profit. Parts one and two are included in the 
present issue. 
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THE MAGAZINES. , 
The publishers of Harper's Magazine deserve 
cre,dit for their untiring efi'or.ts to serve the pub-
-lic; their motto seems to be "Excelsior." If 
the January numberd s a fGrerunnel' of what is 
to follow through the year, the sixty-second Yolo , 
ume will outrank its predecessors. It is pro-
fusely illustrated and its ~ble of conten.ts varied 
and interesting. Miss WGolson's stbry ".&nne" 
promises to be one of the most remarkable in ' 
American fiction. Moncure D. Con wal con-
• tributes his second paper on "The English 
Lakes and their Genii." "The Old New York 
Volunteer Fire Department," a bit of local his-
tory well worth preserving, is graphically de-
scribed by G. W. Sheldon. Howard Pyle writes 
of " Old Time Life in a Quaker Town," and 
illustrates it with quaint old pictures. The 
opening chapters of 'l'homas-Hardy's new serial, 
" A .Laodoicean," are given. F. H. Underwood 
has an 'interesting article on James Russell 
Lowell. The latter contributes ._ two sonnets. 
Other poems by John Boyle O;Reilly, Julia C. 
It Dorr, J ames T. Fields and Robert Herrick, 
besides abundant reading matter on a great 
variety Gf topics. . 
Lippinoott looks very attractive in its new 
dress. Its contents are well calculated to enter-
tain and:instrnct, and its illustrations are spirited 
and .clever. The initial article gives a descrip-
tion of a" Roman Art School," "Gigi's" asso-
ciated . with the names of Fortuny and other 
noted artists, by Margaret Bertha Wright. A 
sketch of life in "·New .London, Cnnn. " past 
and present, is given by Charles Burr' Todd. 
"Out-"Qpor Life on the Rhine" is illustrated 
by scenes suggested by its title ' and" Race in Bra~il '.' gives ~n insight of t1{e condition of 
afi'all's ID that country arising from the mixed 
population. The opening chapters of a story to 
run :Ilrough three numbers, "Silith," are giv'en. 
LOUIse Stockton al)d Jennie Woodville have 
stories in their peculiar vein. There are several 
poems, the most notable one by Margaret V. 
Preston ; and an able paper by John Foster 
Kirk on " Madame De Stael." "The Monthly 
Gossip " has four departments, "Public Topics," 
" Place aux Dames," " Anecdotal ., and " Miscel-
laneous," and has a dozen lively papers fiy as 
many contributors. We congratulate the pub-
lishers on their new departure, and hope .they 
will meet with the success they justly ~erit. 
The most noticeable article in the Atlantic for 
January is "The Wives of the Po"ets;" by Wm. 
M. Rossetti, the first of a series in which the 
mooted question whether poets are suited for 
married life is to be discussed; in this number he 
begins with the Grecian poet Euripides, nearly 
five hundred years before the Christian era, and 
finishes with the French poet Oorneille, In the 
seventeenth century. Mrs. Harriet W. Preston, 
in a "Sympos.ium of Sixty Years Ago," con. 
trasts Mr. W. H. Mallock's attitude in the Rom-
ish Church with Count Joseph de Ohaistre, to 
the former's severe discomfiture. T. B. Aldrich 
has a characteristic sketch of an En~lish man-
se~·vant. which is exceedingly entertalDing and 
witty. Mr. John Fiske replies to Dr. James In 
c, Sociology, and Hero Worship n Richard Grant 
White critizises Sara Bernh~rdt. Elizabeth 
Stuart ~he\ps ~as thl;~e opening chapters of her 
new serial Fl'lends. Renty James continues 
his" Portrait of a Lady," in which several uew 
types of feminine character are bei'ng analyzed. 
"A Winter Journev in Colorado," and" Gettiiig 
Married in Germany," are both excellent 
articles, and tliere is a thoughtful paper entitled 
.. A Look Ahead," by an anonymous-writerwho 
predicts sllccess for the incoming Administra-
tion. Stedman, Whittier and Harney contribute 
poems, and a large space is devoted to book 
reviews. 
8cribrurr for January is -a finely iIlnstrated 
number. Instead of the usual long serial a 
series Qf brilliant noveUettes are to be published 
through tlie fear. ' , i Tiger Lily," which ends in 
this Dumber, is to ~e ' fc:>.llo,wed by the 8to~y of 
.' 
PRIMARY DRAWING LESSONS . 
$72 A WEEK. $.2 a day at home easily made. 'Coady Outfit free. _ Address TRUll & Co., Au~uata, Me. 
I OWA COLLEGE, GRINNELL. IOWA. For Catalogue. etc., address the President, Gao. F. MAGOUN, D. D . . 
50 ELEGANT CARDS, FIF·TY STYI.ES. WI'FH name, to cents. .0 transparent, 10 ct:ntl. Stamp. 
taken. PIlARL Co., Brockp~rt, N. Y. 
14 PAGE PRICE LIST, with fifteen varieties. ulluled. 
or fifty varieties used. Fori:ign posta&e stamps, sent~ 
postpaid' on rec.ipt of ten cents. Fred. T. Egerton, North-
field, Vt. . 
A RARE BOOK i. the~Genuine 6th and 7th Book .01 Moses. ~oo pages, ." plate., ~English print.) Allo' over 
500 other rare booko, list for stamp. Ad<lr .... J. G. STAUF-
FER. Palmyra. Pa. ". 
" An American Girl in Engl ,nd," by Mrs. 13ur-
nett, to be finished in April. Cable, Boyesen 
and Miss Osgood -will contribute to this new 
feature. The ,final installment of the" Life of 
Jean Francois Millet;' is given, with full page 
. portrait of the-artist from his own pencil. "The 
Bible Society and the _New Hevision," is from 
the pen of Dr. C. S. Robinsoll, and gives the 
record of the American Bible Society on tliis 
w/}rk for the past thirty years . . This will be 
followed by .. Row the New Testament 
Has Come' Down to Us," by Prof. Fisher 
of Yale College. ;, The London Theatres n 
~s an interesting article, . 'fith illustrations . of 
several noted actors. Mrs. S. W. Oakey gives 
"Recollections of American Society,'" early in 
the present century,.with sket,ches o( notabilities 
of that period. Five chapters of "Peter, the 
Great," are given. arid includ~ a biographical 
ketch f Cli 1 XII f S d Th '11 ILLINOIS STATE NORtM <A.L UNIVERSITY. for the S . 0 ar es . 0 we en. e I us- special preparation of teachers. The-full course.of. study, 
trations are of f1 veri high order; there is also ' requires three years. Tuition free to those who pledge 
an illustrated Christmas ~' -ron. Wirt Sikes themsel\'es to teach in die State; to othel-., $30 per year. 
't t t" If' 1 h F' " d High School Departme,nt'ofl'ers the best advantage. for pre-
wr! es en eI: JlIDJng yo ' e s ail'S, an l'arlDg for college or for .business. TUItion, $30 per ,year. 
Athol Mil.yhew,of the" Gheys in Albania." The Grammar School Department furnishe. excellent facUities 
customary amount of stories, poems._ -booK: re- for obtaining a 1I00d, practical education. Tuition, $25 per 
views, "Topics of .the Times,'.' etc., will' Irlso De year. Primary Department, a charmingplaceforthe ")jule 
&oound I'n tp' I'S number. ' folks." Term begtns March 8; 188 •• . For particulars ail-
l' dress Edwin C. Hewett, President, Normal. 1\1. 
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It Drives Into the system curative agents and heal-
ing medicines. 
It Draws from the diseased l1arts the poisons that 
cause death. ' 
Thou_u~, TestU'y to its Vlr~ues. 
YOU CAN BE RELIEVED AND CURED 
Don't despair until you have tried this Sensible, Easily 
Applied and Badieally Eft'ectual Remedy. 
Sold by Druggists, or sent by mail on receipt of Price. 
U.OO, by 
THE "ONLY" LUNG PAD COMPANY, 
DETROIT, MICH. 
THOM'PS0N, BR()WN & CO., 
" EOSTON, 
PUBLISH 
Bradbury'a Eaton's Elementary Arithmetic. B 
WM. F. BRADBURY, Hopkins- Master in Cambridge Hig~ 
School. Sent (or exammation on receipt of IS cents. 
Bradbury'. Eaton'. Practical Aritl.meUc. The 
E lmu"tary and the Pr actical make a complete course 
for Primary and Grammar Schools. Sent for 'l0 cents. 
Stonet. H~tory of England. By A. P . STONE' LL. 
D ., SuperlDtenaent'of Schools, Springfield, Mass. Fully 
illustrated with maps ,and cuts. Sent for 40 cents. I 
The lICUrica! GuicU. By W. S. TILDEN, Musical Di-
rector. DeSigned to m""t the want for a Si"ile Book in 
_ preference to a Series. Sent (or 30 cents. 
WorM and Numb...... A Lesson-Book for Primary 
School:. By HE!,,"v E. SAWV':'R . A new departure in 
Text-books for Pr1mary Inltructlon, J8 cents. --
Bradbury'a Algebra. Bradbury'a Geometry and 
7'rtoonometry, and Bradbury'a Trigonometry 
anillJu,..,eying, used with the highest success in all 
parts of th~ !'ountry, the Algebra and Geometry in New 
England ClUes alone representlDg more than 5-6 the city 
pO~l,\lations. Al&ebra, 56 cts.; Geometry, alone 4S cts.; 
Trigonometry, a lone, 4S ClS. ; Geometry and T rigonom-
etry, 68 cts.; Trigonometry and SurveYing, 80 cts. 
Book-Keeping. By A. B. MESERVEY, Ph. D. Sent for 
50 cents. Blanks, 1 in set, to ;lccompany the book. 
Descriptive Catalop" :ent 0" application. 
Address TaOS. H. BUSH, 
70 Metropolitan Bloc~, CHICAGO. 
SOUDER'S CHrCAtiO 
Eh.1s:l.n.ess Gollege, 
278 and 2So W. Madison St., Chicago, 111. Estab,lished 
for ten years and is a large and prosperous.institution with 
an extensive Busice.s Exchange'department. 
Students can ent~n.at any time. Six months' tution, 845. 
Send for circulars living full particulars. 
:J. J. SOUDER. Proprietor. 
THE ORIGINAL ANO. GENUINE 
MENEELY BELL FOUNDRY. 
,ErtA8LISHED 1826. 
Bells for all purposes. Warranted satisfactory and durable. 
ME.NE.ELY II CO., W,IT ';raoy,~. Y., 
Nervous 'Debility 
Cured Without Medicine. 
Our Special Galvaulc Appliances reach at 
once the seat of disease, and their Electro-Galvanic action 
i. upon the center of the NERVOUS, MUSCULAR, and 
GENERATIVE SYSTEMS, 
SPEEEDLY RESTORES THE 
VXTAL FOEl.O~S, 
LOST ltlANHOOD, 
And curing. the worst case. of Seminal Weakness, Exhaus· 
tion. Impotency, and all Diseases and Weakness of ~he 
Urino-genitalorgans. 
YOUNG MEN suffering from early indiscretion lack nerve 
force and fail to attain strength. MIDDLE-AGED MaN often 
lack vigor. While OLD MKN aurioute their 10 .. of energy 
and vitalitr to the natural progress of ale and decay. To 
one and at we can say that nature merely wants aid NAT~ 
URAL aid, which our appliances give WITHOUT DRUGGING THB 
STOMACH. W,= guarantee a cure in every case short of 
structural delteneration. Special illustrated pamphlet sent 
in sealed envelope on receipt of 6 cent postage. Consult-
ation free. Office hours, 9 A. M. to 5 P. M. 
'V omen sufferin& from anr weakness peculiar to their 
sex should send Cor our specia circula r explaining our im· 
proved electrical OvarIan Supl!0rters, etc. 
AMERICAN GAL V ANIC CO., 
1M Dadison St., Chicaa;o, Ill., Rooms 1 &; 2. 
L. PRANG & CO., 
ART & EDUOATioNAL PUBLISHERS, 
IJ86 Roxbury St., BORTON. 
Publishers of the system of Industrial DrawInlr, 
prerared for public schools by Prof. WALTER SMITH, gen-
era <upervisor of DrawlDg in the Boston Public Schools, 
and State Director of Art Education in Ma.sachusetts. 
The American Drawtnc Dodels for the use 
of common schools, drawing classes. and schooll of art and 
science. 
Drawln&, Daterlals. 
Prall~'s Natural HistorY Series. For Ichools 
and families. Animals ond plants represented in their 
natural colors, and arranged for instructiori with object-
lessons. 
THE ACME PAPERS. 
ALL THE RAGE IN SCHOOL.S. 
Size 8xl0 heavy, 35 ets per 100 shts. 
" 8xl0 light, 28 ,. ,. " " 
H 8x12 ~ heavy ~O" " " " 
,~ H 8xl2~ lig1tt 30". " h <I 
The above are net prices for which the paper will be 
sent PREPAID, to any address in the United Statesl It may be p"nted ' with a"y loeadi"C withont extra 
, c/oarc" . 
We will lend it either with or without marginal line at 
the left. 
It may be had in Pads at corresponding rates. 
Binders for the.ame, 3S cents and 45 cents each. 
Write for special teruis for lasge qu~tities . and send for 
samples to .. . 
., . S. R. WINCHELL &: CO. ' . .-. 
, , " CHICAGO, D:.L. 
O,N THE-ROAD· 
-' TO RICHES. 
-BEING--
\ PracficaI Hints' to Clern and YOURg Busilesa len. 
Bound in best and most elegant style. Black 
and Gold Ornamentation. 
ALL PRACTICAL-NO THEtJRY. 
Opiniofis ·(Jf Leading Papers. 
B .. ffal. Chri#ti,." Athllleak.-"lt is invaluable to 
young men." 
From the Nashville. Tenn., C4riltia" Adf1«td,.-
"Thil is a zhr_d book." 
"Worth ten times the amouot asked for it."-But.,. 
E,Jetli"C Tralllcript. 
.. Should be in the hands of every yOUDjt man com-
meneinl life."-Cl,."la"d Herilld. 
The America" (docer says:-" It oUlht to be in 
the hands of all our readers, old and younjt, who wish 
to become better merchants. It 
ChicalO Timu.-Thi. is a volume crammed full .f 
good, sensible. and much needed advice to YOUDI men 
who desire to make a .uccess in life." 
Chicago Tri6 .. ru.-" This is the work of a JIIa!l who 
began business as a shop boy, and who. In servloe as 
clerk druminer, book-keeper, junior partner. and finally 
as m~8.ginl. partDer iI! a 1Sl!P estatil.i.h!Dent, ~red 
all the details of an extenllve and IDtncate bUSiness, 
and retired :hile ltill a younjt mao, with a handoome 
competence. 
PRICE 81.03. POSTPAID. 
J. Fred. Waggoner, Publisher, Ohlcago. 
SOLD AT ALL BOOK STORES. 
HO 'PEF~~DEAF 
Barmore's ArtiGcial Ear Drums 
PEBFECTLYBESTOBE TilE HEABING 
and perform .he work of t he Natural Drum. 
Alway. in position, but Invl.lbleto otbe.... All 
Conversation and even w}Jispera heard distinctly. W. 
nfertotholeul1DBthem. Bend (or dE'scriptive circular. 
GARMOnE & 00., 111 N .... u St.. New YorJr, 
>r II. W;-Oorner 6th & nace St ... Olnclnnatl, 0. 
PRESLEY BLAKISTON, 
Publisher 0/ Mdical and Scimtijic Books, 
1012 Walnut St., Philadelphia. 
\VILSON. Dralna"e for ~ealth: ~r Eas}' Les· 
sons in SanUary Sct.""ncl . 40 Jl18 ••• _._~~. __ . .. ... .. . 1.00 
CORFIELD. Dwelllnar Houses: Their 
SanitaryCon.truction. New Edition. 111 _______ IJ!5 
FRANKLAND, 'Vater Analysis. With 111.1.00 
~ BOOKS MAILKD upon receipt of r"tail. price. 
~ CATALOGUES furnIShed upon apphcatlon. 
WESTERN TEACHER WANTED, 
, 
Or a man well acquainted in the West, with Schools, Col-
leges, etc., to join with me in establi.hiD& in Chicago an 
agency for SCHOOL SUPPLIES. 
I have capital, experience, and am "enterprising, and will 
iive to the right man a ch~nce to grow, tOlether with a ~~ar. 
of the profits and . 'guarantee, and will assume .. U respon-
sibility. Best of re.fe/ences exchanged. 
With references, age and experience, address 
W. L. WILLIAMS, 
22 Vesey St. (.d tloor), New York. 
~~~~~fu!~p!~~h!90~~!~~ Schoolsl !.ire' Alilrm., Farme, etc. FULL . WARRAl'ITBD. Catal~e I.nl Fr ... . YANDUZEN .. TIFT. Clnalnnltl. O. 
